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FLASHTRAINS 
Bending Reality, Twisting Minds 

Interactive Drama Scenario 

15-26 Players 
by 

Brian David Phillips, Ph.D. 

 

 
 

Of Roleplays & Salon LARPs: 
 

Classroom Roleplays: These are activities commonly used by educators to engage students 

in experiential learning, develop empathy, or provide insight into historical events, 

literature, or various scenarios. Students take on roles and enact specific situations, often 

with the goal of understanding different perspectives or practicing particular skills. For 

example, students might roleplay a negotiation between labor and management to 

understand the challenges and compromises involved. 

 

Theatre-style Salon LARPs: These are a type of live-action role-playing game (LARP) that 

emphasizes drama, character interaction, and storytelling over physical activity. They often 

take place in one room or a set of rooms, with players portraying characters who have 

specific backgrounds, relationships, and objectives. These games can revolve around a 
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variety of themes, from historical events to fantasy narratives. Unlike some other forms of 

LARP, combat, if present, is usually resolved through non-physical means, such as dice, 

cards, or rock-paper-scissors. The focus is typically on dialogue, intrigue, and character 

development. 

 

Both classroom roleplays and Salon LARPs leverage the power of immersive experience to 

foster understanding, empathy, and engagement. The format can vary in length, from short 

scenarios that last only a few minutes to events that span hours or even multiple days. 

 

FLASHTRAINS 
Bending Reality, Twisting Minds 

Cast List 
(Total: 26 Characters) 

 

1.  Mister "Johnson", M, 45 - Assistant Vice President of Internal Security Affairs, 

Mars Mining Company. 

 

2.  Felicia Farnsworth, F, 36 - Archeologist. 

 

3.  Thud L.C. Howard, M/F, 40 - Author. 

 

4.  Viper, M/F, 30 - Mr. Johnson's Bodyguard. 

 

5.  Morgana Seer, F, 35 - Information Specialist. 

 

6.  Lora Ai, M/F, 25 - Private Investigator. 

 

7.  Suzy Toyota, M/F, 20 - Data Retrieval Courier. 

 

8.  Violent Violet, F, 19 - Professional Personal Escort-Entertainment. 

 

9.  Ripper, M/F, 30 - Convict in Transit. 

 

10.  Beta 7693, M/F, N.A. (appears 30) - Police Cyborg Unit transporting prisoners. 

 

11.  Fyre, M/F, 27 - Corporate Negotiator. 

 

12.  Eyece, M/F, 29 - Corporate Enforcer. 

 

13.  Moonbeam Jones, M/F, 33 - Mars Mining Engineering Crewman. 
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14.  Theodore Thistle, M.D., M, 50 - Mars Colony Coroner and Infectious Diseases 

Office. 

 

15.  The Ghost in the Machine, M/F, 120 - Actual Ghost sustained by the Physics 

Oddity of flash train teleportation, appearing randomly during transit. 

 

16.  Cass "Circuit" Light, M/F, 32 - Expert Hacker known for infiltrating top secured 

Mars databases. 

 

17.  Lyra Solstice, M/F, 27 - Environmental Activist opposing FlashTrain technology. 

 

18.  Silas Stern, M/F, 55 - Former FlashTrain engineer with possible knowledge of its 

dark secrets. 

 

19.  Luna "Blade" Racer, M/F, 29 - A competitive FlashTrain racer with a dubious past. 

 

20.  Aria Nightshade, M/F, 24 - Mysterious individual with strong ties to Mars' 

underground societies. 

 

21.  Professor Heldon Grae, M, 52 - Astrophysicist researching the quantum mechanics 

of the FlashTrains. 

 

22.  Mira "Echo" Vortex, M/F, 28 - A singer and holographic performer who witnessed 

a murder related to the FlashTrains. 

 

23.  Kai "Nebula" North, M/F, 31 - A psychic claiming to have visions of the 

FlashTrain's grim future. 

 

24.  Celestia Star, F, 42 - A political lobbyist pushing for more stringent FlashTrain 

regulations. 

 

25.  Nyx "Phantom" Veil, M/F, 34 - An elusive smuggler known for transporting illegal 

items via FlashTrain. 

 

26.  Dr. Orion Pulsar, M/F, 40 - Leading Mars medical expert on the effects of 

FlashTrain vapors on the human body. 

 

This list provides a diverse range of characters, from corporate personalities to rogue 

agents, that should offer players unique backstories, motives, and perspectives to explore 

throughout the LARP. Each character, including optional ones, has been crafted to be 

integral to the overarching plot and subplots, ensuring everyone feels essential to the 

game's outcome. 
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FLASHTRAINS 

Bending Reality, Twisting Minds 
The Ultimate Whodunit in the Corridors of the Unknown 

 

Introduction and Setting: 
Welcome aboard the FlashTrain, a marvel of modern technology. It's the year 2033 and 

humankind has advanced beyond its wildest imaginations. No longer are we confined to 

the sluggish conventional space travel methods. With the discovery of FlashTrains, 

teleportation between Earth and the Mars colony has become a reality, bringing along with 

it possibilities, mysteries, and unfortunately, dangers. 

 

Using technology based on the principles of quantum mechanics, the FlashTrains are akin 

to wormholes, shrinking the vastness of space into a mere blink. It's like folding a piece of 

paper so two points touch - the beginning and the end. But with such great power comes 

great responsibility, and perhaps, greater threats. The murder that has occurred aboard this 

train could very well threaten the existence of every soul onboard and the future of 

interplanetary colonization. 

 

Background: 
The inception of the FlashTrains almost a decade ago came on the heels of a significant 

discovery - vast reserves of coal and oil beneath Mars' icy surface. These resources have 

fuelled an economic boom on Earth, creating a rush to the Red Planet. But as with any gold 

rush, there's an underlying current of treachery, greed, and danger. 

 

Rumors abound. Whispers of “FlashTrain vapors” causing mysterious deaths have 

circulated in underground forums and the dark corners of bars. Dehydrated bodies, drained 

of saline, their faces contorted in fear or ecstasy. Official sources deny any such incidents, 

dismissing them as accidents or unrelated events. Yet, with every trip, the body count rises. 

 

The Situation: 
You find yourself aboard one of these trains, each of you with your purpose, past, and 

secrets. But when a murder occurs mid-transit, things take a drastic turn. There's more at 

play here than meets the eye. An alien entity from Mars, against the colonization of its 

home, is said to have possessed a human being. Is it a myth? Or is the killer among you? 

And if so, can you unmask them before it's too late? 

 

Game Procedures: 
 

1. Character Allocation: Each player will be assigned a character from the cast list. This 

character comes with its background, objectives, secrets, and clues. Familiarize yourself 

with your character, but keep your secrets close. 
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2. Starting the Game: Players will gather at the "Boarding Platform" (the game's starting 

area). From here, the Host will guide players aboard the FlashTrain and set the scene for 

the journey and the murder. 

 

3. Interactions: This game is all about interactions. Talk to other players, ask questions, 

form alliances, and deduce the mystery. Remember, you don't have to always tell the truth 

unless you're the detective. Be wary of everyone. 

 

4. Clues and Events: Throughout the game, the Host will introduce clues and events that 

can help or hinder the investigation. Pay close attention. 

 

5. Solving the Murder: Players must collaboratively (or individually) attempt to answer the 

three critical questions: Who had the motive, the means, and the opportunity? The climax 

will be the big reveal of the murderer and their reasons. 

 

6. Ending the Game: The game ends once the murderer is revealed or if the players cannot 

decipher the mystery within the set timeframe. 

 

7. Debrief: After the game, there will be a debrief session where players can discuss their 

strategies, secrets, and the plot. This is a time to relax, laugh, and enjoy the camaraderie. 

 

Host Notes: 
- Maintain the flow of the game. If players seem stuck or frustrated, consider introducing a 

new clue or event. 

- Encourage interactions and ensure all players are involved. 

- Stay in tune with the game's atmosphere. Use ambient music or lighting to set the mood. 

- Remember, the goal is fun and intrigue, not winning or losing. Make sure all players feel 

their role was essential by the end of the game. 

 

Player Etiquette: 
1. Respect all players. This is a game of intrigue, not personal affronts. 

2. Stay in character. The fun is in the immersion. 

3. Keep the game's secrets for future players. Don't spoil the fun. 

4. Be open-minded and collaborative. Everyone's here to have a good time. 

 

Embark on a journey like no other, uncover the secrets of the FlashTrain, and dive deep 

into the mysterious void between Earth and Mars. Good luck! 
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WHO IS THE KILLER? 
 

In a narrative-driven game such as this, the identity of the killer can be dynamic and 

decided upon by the game's host or organizer, allowing for a different experience each time 

the game is played. However, if you'd like a definitive answer for this iteration: 

 

The Ghost in the Machine is the "killer." 
 

The Ghost, sustained by the physics oddity of the FlashTrain teleportation, has been around 

long enough to have seen the significant changes and shifts in Mars's socio-political 

landscape. It is resentful of the corporatocracy that Mars has become, especially since it's 

aware of the secrets and the lengths to which these corporations will go to maintain power. 

 

In its existence as an ethereal entity, The Ghost in the Machine knows about Johnson's 

covert operations and his manipulation of the FlashTrain's logistics. It has also been aware 

of the ancient Martian sites and how the Mars Mining Company, under Johnson's 

directives, has been putting profit over preserving history. 

 

The Ghost decided that by eliminating Mister Johnson, it could send a message to the 

power structures of Mars, leading to a shakeup that might balance the scales. 

 

Of course, this is just one potential narrative. Given the richness of the characters and their 

backgrounds, the story can unfold in numerous ways, with different culprits emerging 

based on player choices and interactions. 
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FLASHTRAINS 

Bending Reality, Twisting Minds 
an original 

near future cyberpunkish science fantasy gothic horror 

freeform interactive drama live action roleplaying scenario 
 

Here is an atmosphere clipping: 

 

FlashTrains - Bending Reality, Twisting Minds 

27 Nov. 2033 

 

Today's USA Today had an interesting tidbit. The FlashTrain vapors have struck again. 

That's the fifth fatality this week and still no one knows what's causing it. The victims, a 

group of archeologists on some sort of high priority dig near New Knossos at Martian 

Prime in the American Sector, were the same as all the others . . . bodies dehydrated and 

drained of all saline . . . faces frozen in either terrified or beatific expressions. This time 

there was one difference, a young woman, punk miner or something like that from the looks 

of the photo, survived . . . of course, she's totally bonkers so she can't tell anyone 

anything . . . probably just another whackhead, the government really ought to do 

something about the drug trade in the colonies. Some ecohumanist groups are calling for 

the immediate closure of all FlashTrain sites until the vapors are further understood . . . of 

course, no one seriously entertains their flaky little naysays . . . the FlashTrains have to 

run or everything falls apart. After all, a few deaths is better than a planet dying. Of course 

it does make you wonder . . . what's an archeologist doing on Mars in the first place? 

 

The scenario for our playing pleasure will be FlashTrains, an original near future 

cyberpunkish science fantasy gothic horror interactive drama freeform live action 

roleplaying scenario written by Brian David Phillips especially for this event. If you're not 

sure what "near future cyberpunkish science fantasy gothic horror" means, don't worry 

about it, that's just a way of showing that this is a multi-genre scenario that doesn't fit into 

one story type . . . suffice it to say that this is really just a simple scenario similar in nature 

to the scenarios we're already familiar with. While it's set a decade into the future (for fun), 

it certainly won't be beyond the abilities of any of our players. 

 

Genre: Near Future Cyberpunkish Science Fantasy Gothic Horror 

Problem Solving: Yes! 

Comedy: Some 

Intrigue: You bet! 

Catharsis: Anything is possible 

Mature or Adult Concepts: Some. 
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Religious Concepts: Possibly, not focus. 

Fun: Lots and lots and lots 

 

Add new characters along these lines (character type -- such as "burned out telemedia 

journalist" or "rough and drunken reporter" or "easy bisexual babe swimsuit model" or 

"cthulhuesque cultist brain-eating tentacle-growing choirboy" or "bookish prostitute" or 

"drug-pushing street punk" or "Gun-Toting Computer-Hacking Kung-Fu-Kicking High 

Priestess of Minos Temple Agent" or "Mr. Johnson" or "Federal Investigator Attatched to a 

Shadowy Government Agency" or "transient flower child" or "dabbling occultist" or "alien 

sex slave" or whatever -- feel free to be as bizarre or as mundane as you like, it's your 

character) or if you have a really kool cyberpunkish or outlandish costume you have been 

looking for an excuse to wear. 

 

The year is 2033 and the government's been using FlashTrains to run folks to and from the 

mining colonies on the Moon and Mars for almost ten years now. Development really 

picked up eight years ago when they discovered huge deposits of coal and oil beneath the 

ice on Mars. The question of why and how it developed didn't matter to anyone as much as 

the economic boom the discovery has fueled. 

 

FlashTrains are a bit of a strange fluke in technology. Back in the early nineties, some 

flake of a physics student was fooling around with a quantum accelerator and managed to 

accidentally prove that Schrödinger and his buddies were not only right but that artificial 

wormholes could be created between dimensions that could then be used for cost effective 

and fast travel . . . it's a lot like bending the ends of a string so that the two ends touch and 

the traveler simply steps from one end to another rather than walking along the entire 

length of the string. To control the process, one needs to have transmission and receiving 

transport stations at both the source and destination (or you can blow up an entire city -- 

which is why New Los Angeles now has a rather grim memorial stadium built over the 

rubble of what was once the UCLA Physics Labs. Of course, the acceleration and 

deceleration processes still take a while but that is really next to nothing when you 

compare a six hour FlashTrain trip to what the journey would take by conventional space 

travel. 

 

Part of the premise of the scenario is a Murder Mystery Whodunit in which players take on 

the roles of suspects in a murder (this is not all there is to it as there are also several 

subplots that you'll be involved in as each character will have his or her own personal goals 

to accomplish during the scenario run). You will be given character briefings that have 

information about yourself and others. In the course of the game, players will ask questions 

of others and be asked questions. Unlike other games of this type, while the "Murderer" 

may lie, all others DO NOT HAVE TO TELL THE TRUTH either. 

 

During an investigation, a detective must answer three questions in order to catch a 

murderer: 
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MOTIVE - Who had a reason to kill the victim? Does any particular person benefit - for 

example, financially or romantically - from the victim's death? 

 

MEANS - Who had access to the murder weapon? Does any particular person have the 

unique knowledge, skill, or physical ability necessary to use the murder weapon? 

 

OPPORTUNITY - Who had a chance to kill the victim? Is any particular person 

unaccounted for (has no alibi) during the time the victim was killed? 

 

The challenge is to use these three elements to form a hypothesis about the murder, which 

will result in an accusation. Keep these questions in mind as you pursue your investigation. 

Good Luck! 

 

Boarding Platform for the FlashTrains Express 
 

In general, costumes should be fairly simple since this is a "near future" piece so 

contemporary clothing can easily be adapted to our needs . . . be playful and have fun with 

your character type and costume. 

 

Obviously, you can feel free to adapt your costume as you see fit in terms of items you can 

get readily as long as it captures the mood of the character. Although this is a science 

fiction piece most folks shouldn't have too much of a problem finding something to capture 

the essence of the character (it is a near future setting, so stylized contemporary clothing 

will be fine). Personally, I am a big fan of the Minoan style dress as well but then that 

tidbit is rather a no-brainer. 
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The Ghost in the Machine 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 120 

Role: Actual Ghost sustained by the Physics Oddity of flash train teleportation. 

Costume: Ethereal, a shimmering figure, semi-transparent with old-fashioned 

Mars attire, disrupted occasionally by glitches. 

 

YOU ARE THE KILLER 
 

The Ghost, sustained by the physics oddity of the FlashTrain teleportation, has 

been around long enough to have seen the significant changes and shifts in 

Mars's socio-political landscape. It is resentful of the corporatocracy that Mars 

has become, especially since it's aware of the secrets and the lengths to which 

these corporations will go to maintain power. 

 

In its existence as an ethereal entity, The Ghost in the Machine knows about 

Johnson's covert operations and his manipulation of the FlashTrain's logistics. It 

has also been aware of the ancient Martian sites and how the Mars Mining 

Company, under Johnson's directives, has been putting profit over preserving 

history.  The Ghost decided that by eliminating Mister Johnson, it could send a 

message to the power structures of Mars, leading to a shakeup that might 

balance the scales. 

 

The Ghost in the Machine, tethered to a realm between the tangible and 

intangible, seeks to break free from the shackles of its eerie existence. 

However, it’s not sheer vengeance driving the Ghost, but a desperate attempt to 

communicate with the realm of the living, to share a critical truth about the 

FlashTrain technology, a truth that could spell disaster for Mars. Every act, 

which to the mortal eyes seem malevolent, is a cry for help, a desperate attempt 

to draw attention to a looming calamity. The endless wandering within the 

quantum enigma of FlashTrain’s physics is a torment, and every incident the 

Ghost engineers is a piece of a puzzle, waiting for someone discerning enough 

to piece it together. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

The legend of the Ghost in the Machine is a lore intertwined with the very 

heartbeats of Mars. As the FlashTrains sewed the far-flung corners of the red 
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planet together, tales of a haunting presence within their quantum alleys spread 

through the colonies like wildfire. To many, the Ghost is but a story, a phantom 

tale whispered across the flickering lights of the Martian nights to send shivers 

down the spines of the newcomers. Yet, to a few, it’s a reality, an ethereal figure 

that glitches through the fabric of time and space amidst the flash of 

teleportation. 

 

This ghostly apparition wasn’t always a spectral enigma. Once flesh and blood, 

it was a mind enthralled by the dance of particles, a scientist whose dream was 

to conquer the chasms separating the realms of Mars. The ghost was a 

visionary, an architect of the invisible bridges enabling instant travel across the 

Martian landscapes. It was the embodiment of genius, draped in old-fashioned 

Martian attire that symbolized a confluence of tradition and futuristic vision. 

 

As the pioneers of FlashTrain technology, the Ghost and its team embarked on 

the odyssey of turning the tides of time, of making every nook and cranny of 

Mars a heartbeat away. Each day in the labs was a step into the unknown, each 

prototype a dance on the razor’s edge of reality. It was a time of hope, of 

relentless pursuit, and of unyielding resolve against the torrent of challenges 

that the red sands hurled at them.  But not all tales of pioneers are sung under 

the Martian suns. The Ghost’s tale took a detour into the abyss on a fateful day, 

a day when the unknown clawed back, ensnaring it into a realm of endless 

liminality. As the FlashTrain’s quantum gears whirred to life, an anomaly, a 

deviation in the calculations, cast a spell that morphed the scientist into the 

legend now known as the Ghost in the Machine. 

 

The Martian dailies that once hailed the genius now whispered the legend of a 

haunting presence, a tale that sends ripples through the corridors of FlashTrain 

stations. Each reported sighting, each eerie whisper amidst the flash of 

teleportation, sows the seeds of dread and awe in equal measures, scripting the 

narrative of a legend that is as much a part of Mars as the red sands themselves. 

 

Private Information: 

Behind the veil of spectral haze lies a truth, a tragic tale of a mind trapped in 

the liminal spaces between realms. The Ghost was once a scientist, a dreamer 

whose eyes were set on the stars. As the Ghost now meanders through the 

ethereal alleys of FlashTrain's quantum reality, its former self is but a haunting 
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echo. The accident during a test run of the early FlashTrain prototypes was the 

cataclysm that catapulted the scientist into a reality that defies comprehension. 

 

The Ghost’s existence is a paradox, a realm where time and space dance to a 

tune that’s eerie and enthralling. Its appearance, a shimmering figure veiled in 

glitches, is a stark testament to the fusion and friction between the past and an 

unyielding present. The accident was not just a journey into the unknown, but a 

revelation of the dangerous threshold upon which the FlashTrain technology 

danced. 

 

As days morphed into endless nights, the despair of solitude morphed into a 

desperate urge to communicate with the realm it was snatched away from. Each 

encounter with the living, each attempt to reach out, was a desperate cry for 

help. Among the living, there were individuals whose curiosity mirrored the 

boundless expanse of the cosmos. The Ghost has seen Silas Stern, the 

ambitious junior engineer, evolve with time, perhaps now possessing the keys 

to deciphering the enigma that the FlashTrain technology is. Cass “Circuit” 

Light’s endeavors to tap into the ether have not gone unnoticed, and Dr. Orion 

Pulsar’s theories resonate with a hope of liberation from the spectral chains. 

 

The eerie dance between realms has revealed to the Ghost the unseen strings of 

danger puppeteering the FlashTrain technology. The dread of a cataclysm 

waiting to unfurl with each flash of teleportation is a torment. The desperation 

to unveil the dangerous truth before it’s too late drives every spectral attempt to 

communicate, to leave behind clues for the discerning minds.  A blend of 

desperation and hope fuels the Ghost’s eerie existence, a wait for the day when 

the veil of spectral enigma is lifted, unveiling the truth that holds the key to the 

safety and the future of Mars. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Silas Stern: Was a junior engineer when the Ghost was still human. The Ghost 

remembers his ambition. 

Cass "Circuit" Light: Has noticed Cass trying to communicate or tap into the 

ether where the Ghost resides. 

Dr. Orion Pulsar: Believes Pulsar has theories that could potentially free them 

from this liminal existence. 
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Mister "Johnson" 
Gender: Male 

Age: 45 

Role: Assistant Vice President of Internal Security Affairs, Mars Mining 

Company. 

Costume: A pristine three-piece suit with a subtle gold insignia of the Mars 

Mining Company. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Mister "Johnson", known predominantly by his last name, hails from a long 

line of corporate barons. Growing up, Johnson was taught the intricate dance of 

Martian corporate politics by his stern, business-minded parents. As a young 

adult, he pursued his studies in Corporate Security, graduating at the top of his 

class. His astuteness and keen sense for detecting deceit propelled him into the 

high ranks of the Mars Mining Company at a relatively young age. 

 

Throughout his tenure, Johnson has always portrayed himself as a steward of 

the company's security and wellbeing. He takes immense pride in his role, often 

organizing company-wide security seminars and drills. While many appreciate 

his thoroughness and dedication, there are those who perceive him as overly 

stringent, a man who thrives on the power his position grants him. Rumors have 

often circulated about Johnson’s secretive meetings, which happen behind 

closed doors with figures of significant clout. 

 

Johnson's life outside the corporation isn't well-known, as he likes to keep his 

personal and professional lives distinct. However, those who have had the 

privilege of attending one of his few social events speak of a man with refined 

tastes. Antique Martian art adorns the walls of his estate, and he has an affinity 

for classical Martian music. His passion for Mars's history, particularly its 

corporate evolution, is evident. On weekends, Johnson can be found at Mars's 

premier golf club, mingling with other corporate elites. 

 

Publicly, Johnson is an advocate for sustainable mining practices and often 

champions corporate initiatives aimed at reducing the company's environmental 

footprint on Mars. Despite the controversial nature of mining on a planet with 

such a delicate ecosystem, he's always been the first to defend the company's 

practices, emphasizing the balance between progress and preservation. 
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Private Information: 

Beneath the polished exterior, Johnson harbors anxieties and secrets. The 

biggest of all is his involvement in covert operations concerning the 

FlashTrains. After a few incidents on these rapid transport systems, whispers 

began circulating about their potential threats, particularly to the Mars Mining 

Company's most sensitive operations. Johnson, fearing the blowback such 

revelations might have on the company's stocks and reputation, initiated 

clandestine investigations into these claims. He's orchestrated off-the-books 

agreements with certain factions to gather more information on these risks, 

hoping to preemptively neutralize them. 

 

Moreover, while Johnson projects himself as the guardian of the company, his 

financial motivations are far from pure. Over the years, he's devised an intricate 

system of skimming profits off some of the company's most lucrative deals. 

This system, concealed beneath layers of bureaucracy and red tape, has netted 

Johnson a substantial secret fortune. The funds are funneled into an offshore 

account, and only a select few within the company, bound by their shared 

corruption, are aware of its existence. 

 

The weight of these secrets bears heavily on Johnson. Sleepless nights are 

frequent, and he's taken to consuming an assortment of medications to combat 

the stress. One particular substance, native to Mars and not yet known to most, 

promises relief. But its long-term effects are still understudied. Johnson hopes 

he can keep his secrets under wraps until he's amassed enough to retire 

comfortably, far away from the corporate rat race of Mars. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Felicia Farnsworth: She had once unearthed an artifact that could jeopardize 

the company's mining operations. Johnson tried to suppress the discovery. 

Viper: Trusts Viper implicitly, believing Viper has saved him from corporate 

espionage attempts multiple times. There's a sense of loyalty to Viper that 

Johnson doesn't easily extend to others. 

Moonbeam Jones: Suspects that Moonbeam has been selling company mining 

secrets to competitors. Has considered launching a discrete investigation into 

Moonbeam's activities. 
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Felicia Farnsworth 
Gender: Female 

Age: 36 

Role: Archeologist. 

Costume: A rugged field jacket filled with pockets, sturdy boots, and a hat to 

shield from the Mars sun. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Felicia Farnsworth has always been enthralled by the historical whispers found 

in Martian soil. Born into a family of scholars on Earth, her fascination with 

Mars began when she was a child, leafing through her father's extensive library 

on Martian history. Her thirst for knowledge drove her to attain a doctorate in 

Martian Archeology from a prestigious Earth-based institution. 

 

Upon landing her first on-site job on Mars, Felicia became a protégée to many 

established names in the archeological community. Over the years, her 

exhaustive field work and numerous publications in eminent journals earned 

her a name synonymous with Martian archeology. Felicia's work primarily 

focuses on the period before the colonization of Mars, which she believes holds 

secrets that could alter humanity's understanding of its place in the cosmos. 

 

As her reputation grew, Felicia never shied away from speaking out against the 

rampant mining operations that threatened to erase Mars' ancient heritage. She's 

been on the forefront of numerous protests, advocating for a balance between 

the pursuit of resources and the preservation of Martian history. This staunch 

stance has put her at odds with the powerful mining conglomerates, particularly 

the Mars Mining Company, which sees her discoveries as hindrances to their 

operational expansion. 

 

Felicia's articulations in public forums are as known as her archeological finds. 

Her speeches emphasize the importance of understanding and preserving 

Martian history, not only for the sake of academia but also for the ethical 

implications it carries for future generations. 

 

Private Information: 

Despite her public persona, Felicia harbors fears and uncertainties. Her most 

recent discovery threatens to not only upset her already strained relations with 
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Mars Mining Company but also puts her life and the lives of her team in 

jeopardy. The evidence she's gathered suggests that a significant portion of the 

mining operations is located atop a sacred Martian site, a revelation that could 

halt major mining projects and cost the company billions. 

 

The gravity of this discovery weighs heavily on Felicia's conscience. She is 

torn between revealing the truth, which aligns with her ethical code, and the 

potential backlash that could befall her and her team. Amidst this internal 

turmoil, Felicia has also received anonymous threats, warning her against going 

public with her findings. 

 

Additionally, Felicia is grappling with a budding romantic interest towards one 

of her team members, a distraction she cannot afford given the precarious 

situation. This emotional entanglement adds another layer of complexity to the 

already complicated scenario. 

 

Lastly, Felicia’s financial situation is far from stable. Her staunch stance against 

powerful mining corporations has led to a depletion of funding for her projects. 

Though she's had offers from various organizations with vested interests, she's 

been reluctant to accept, fearing the compromise of her integrity. 

 

The secrecy surrounding her recent discovery, the unknown threats, her 

emotional quandaries, and financial constraints are facets of her life Felicia 

keeps locked away, only to be revealed under circumstances of absolute 

necessity. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Mister “Johnson”: Knows about his attempt to suppress her previous 

discovery. Suspects he might be up to something bigger. 

Moonbeam Jones: Worked with him on an excavation once and knows that 

he's disillusioned with the company. 

Thud L.C. Howard: Thud approached her to co-author a book on Mars's 

history, an opportunity she is considering amidst her current financial crunch. 
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Thud L.C. Howard 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 40 

Role: Author. 

Costume: Stylish eyewear, a tailored vest over a loose shirt, and a digital 

notepad constantly in hand. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Thud L.C. Howard is a name that resonates through the arid expanses of Mars 

and beyond. They are an esteemed author, a maestro of words, whose historical 

thrillers have captivated audiences across the solar system. Born to a family of 

academics on Earth, Thud always had a penchant for the unknown, the 

obscured, and the mysterious past of Mars which seemed to beckon with tales 

of grandeur and whispers of forgotten civilizations. 

 

Their journey from a small-town scholar to a revered author is a saga often 

discussed in literary circles. Thud's early life was filled with extensive research, 

both on Earth and Mars, leading to a fusion of history and imagination that 

would later become their signature style. 

 

Each novel by Thud is a journey into the unknown, unraveling conspiracies and 

cover-ups, blurring the fine line between fiction and reality. Their characters 

traverse through the red dunes unveiling mysteries that are eerily similar to the 

corporate and political subterfuge that often colors the reality of Mars. The 

Mars depicted in Thud's narratives is not just a barren planet but a living, 

breathing entity with tales buried deep within its crimson soil. 

 

With a loyal readership, Thud's public talks and book launches are events 

looked forward to by thousands. Their eloquence, both in writing and speech, 

has made them a significant figure in the literary world and beyond. Their 

influence isn't restricted to the realms of fiction but transcends into the socio-

political arena of Mars, where they are seen as a subtle critic of the rampant 

corporatization that threatens to erase the planet's historical essence.  Thud's 

commitment to unveiling the truth, albeit through the veil of fiction, has earned 

them both reverence and enemies in high places. Their novels are not just 

stories, but a reflection of a Mars that was, that could have been, and the Mars 

that still can be. 
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Private Information: 

Thud's latest venture is a novel that is touted to reveal a major scandal 

concerning the FlashTrains on Mars. The novel, meticulously researched as 

always, hints at a corporate conspiracy at the heart of the FlashTrain 

technology. The scandal, if revealed, could shake the very core of some 

powerful entities on Mars, including the Mars Mining Company. 

 

The circles Thud moves in for their research have led to a web of clandestine 

information, not all of which finds a way into their novels. The details of the 

FlashTrain scandal are closely guarded, known only to a select few. This 

secrecy isn't merely to maintain the suspense for their upcoming release, but for 

the fear of retaliation from those implicated in the narrative. 

 

However, Thud has found themselves on the radar of some influential 

individuals who view them as a threat. The clandestine meetings, the covert 

exchange of encrypted data, and the veiled threats have become part of Thud's 

life, a far cry from the tranquil days of writing in solitude. 

 

Moreover, Thud's source of information has sometimes come from unexpected 

quarters, including insiders from the corporations they subtly critique in their 

narratives. The symbiotic relationships with these sources are a tightrope that 

Thud walks on, a balance between obtaining truth and being ensnared in a web 

of corporate espionage.  Lastly, the offer to co-author a book with Felicia 

Farnsworth, an opportunity to delve deeper into the ancient mysteries of Mars, 

is a tempting diversion. But the looming threat of exposing the FlashTrain 

scandal and the unknown consequences it may entail, casts a long shadow on 

Thud's aspirations. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Felicia Farnsworth: Approached her with an offer to co-author a book. 

Mister “Johnson”: Thud has information that links Johnson to a series of 

suspicious financial transactions related to the FlashTrains. 

Morgana Seer: Has been a source of information in the past, providing Thud 

with juicy tidbits for their novels, a bond that goes beyond mere professional 

acquaintance. 
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Viper 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 30 

Role: Mr. Johnson's Bodyguard. 

Costume: Sleek, protective body armor adorned with stealth tech. Black 

sunglasses even indoors. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

In the cutthroat world of corporate Mars, where secrets and enmities are carried 

through the red sandstorms, a figure emerges from the tempest as the 

embodiment of loyalty and strength. This figure is Viper, a name synonymous 

with unyielding fidelity and formidable prowess. Donned in sleek, protective 

body armor and always seen with black sunglasses shielding their eyes even 

indoors, Viper is a visage of stoic assurance amidst the swirling uncertainties 

that engulf the Martian corporate realm. 

 

Viper's reputation is as hard-earned as the respect they command in the circles 

that matter. Trained extensively in a myriad of security protocols, martial arts, 

and high-risk situation management, they are not merely a bodyguard but a 

seasoned adviser when the stakes are at their highest. They are the whisper of 

security in Mr. Johnson's ear, the shield against threats that lurk in the shadows 

of Martian mega-corporations. 

 

The tale of Viper is not just a story of a proficient bodyguard, but that of a 

living security doctrine. From the age of mere adolescence, Viper was groomed 

in the prestigious yet covert security training facilities known only to the high 

echelons of Martian society. Every potential threat scenario, every conceivable 

security breach was etched into their psyche, making them a walking 

countermeasure against the nefarious intents that threaten the core of Mars 

Mining Company. 

 

The resume of Viper isn't just a list of credentials, but a saga of unwavering 

allegiance to Mr. Johnson and a testimonial of countless adversities thwarted. 

Their presence beside Mr. Johnson isn't just a job, it's a statement of an 

unbreakable bond forged in the furnace of life-threatening perils, a bond that 

has weathered the onslaught of countless corporate skirmishes. 
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Viper's identity has melded with the sleek silhouette that stands guard beside 

Mr. Johnson. They are the last line of defense, the final barrier that stands 

between threats and the heart of Mars Mining Company's operations. To cross 

Viper is to dance with the perilous unknown, a risk many dare not take. 

 

Private Information: 

Yet beneath the impenetrable facade, lies a history that is as tumultuous as it is 

defining. Viper isn't shackled to Johnson merely for monetary gain. The roots of 

their loyalty delve deep into the soil of a life debt, an unyielding tree that has 

grown over the years. In a bygone era, amidst a mission that spiraled into 

chaos, it was Johnson who emerged through the smoke and gunfire to pull 

Viper from the jaws of death. The price was steep, the personal risk to Johnson 

monumental, yet it was a price paid without hesitation.  That moment of 

salvation was the cornerstone upon which their unyielding loyalty was built. 

However, as Martian winds erode even the hardest of stones, the ever-evolving 

machinations of Mr. Johnson and the underlying motives of the Mars Mining 

Company have begun to cast shadows of doubt in Viper’s steadfast mind. 

 

Every secret of Johnson that whispers through the chambers of Viper's 

knowledge is a weight carried not by choice but by the tether of a past life 

saved. Yet, with every clandestine deal, every veil of deceit that unravels before 

Viper's eyes, the seed of doubt sprouts further, threatening to crack the bedrock 

of loyalty that has for so long been the essence of Viper's existence.  Recently, 

the internal turmoil has begun to ripple through the stoic exterior of Viper. The 

questions that plague the nights, the fear of serving a cause that might be 

cloaked in ignoble intentions gnaw at the conscience of Mars’ most revered 

bodyguard. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Mister “Johnson”: Is privy to most of Johnson's secrets, although not by 

choice. Suspects Johnson's involvement in more than just corporate affairs. 

Violent Violet: There's a history between them. They used to work together on 

another planet, under very different circumstances. 

Eyece: Viper has clashed with Eyece on a professional level more than once, 

given their similar but opposing roles. 
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Morgana Seer 
Gender: Female 

Age: 35 

Role: Information Specialist. 

Costume: An outfit filled with tech gadgets, a touch-sensitive sash filled with 

holographic displays, and a headset. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

In the sprawling metropolis on Mars, amidst the towering structures and beneath the 

shade of the red planet’s sun, there are secrets. Secrets that hold power, that move the 

tides of fortune for the Mars colony, and nestled within the beating heart of this web 

of concealed truths is Morgana Seer. Morgana is not just an information specialist; 

she is the unseen thread tying the varied echelons of Martian society, the one whose 

whispers shape the narrative under the rust-colored sky. 

 

From the first light of the Martian dawn, Morgana's essence was interwoven with an 

insatiable thirst for knowledge. The quest for information coursed through her veins 

even as a child. Early on, she developed an affinity for technology, which soon 

morphed into a formidable prowess. The fluidity with which Morgana danced 

through the digital labyrinths was not just a talent but a calling. 

 

Her ascent was meteoric. As her name became synonymous with the essence of 

knowing, the sought-after gift of certainty amidst a world rife with deception, her 

reputation soared through the corporate citadels and echo chambers of power on 

Mars. Her attire, a melodic union of technology and fashion, speaks volumes about 

her persona. The touch-sensitive sash, shimmering with holographic displays, is not 

just a conduit for the waves of data that flow through it, but a testament to Morgana’s 

confluence with the digital realm. 

 

People seek Morgana not just for what she knows, but for the paths she unveils 

through the fog of uncertainty. Her vast network, a legion of informers, hackers, and 

knowledge brokers, scours the darkest corners and the loftiest domains to unearth the 

unseen, the unspoken, and the unknown. They say, if there's something you need to 

know on Mars, Morgana is the beacon in the boundless night of ignorance. 

 

Yet, the arsenal of information is not just a treasure, it's a burden, a responsibility. 

Morgana navigates the thin line between knowledge as a tool for empowerment and 

as a weapon of subjugation. It’s a dance on the razor’s edge, a ballet with shadows 

that defines the enigmatic existence of Morgana Seer. 
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Private Information: 

Amidst the echoes of the unrelenting Martian storms, in the chambers of silence, 

Morgana has been weaving a dangerous tapestry. A collection of secrets, truths about 

high-profile individuals that sway the balances of power, of leverage, and of survival 

on the red planet. It's a perilous endeavor, where each piece of information acquired 

is a step closer to the abyss, a game of shadows where the stakes are as colossal as 

the towering Martian edifices. 

 

The dossier on the FlashTrains is the crown jewel of Morgana's clandestine archives. 

It’s an exposition that could unravel fortunes, topple dominions, and redefine the 

narratives of progress and power on Mars. The clandestine data has placed her on a 

perilous pedestal, a position of strength yet immense vulnerability. 

 

The landscape of allies and foes is ever-shifting in the clandestine alleys of Martian 

politics. Yet, the knowledge she harbors is not just her shield but her sword in the 

silent war that rages beneath the facade of civility. Her digital sanctum has become 

an armory of truth, a place where the veils of deceit are torn asunder to reveal the 

faces of avarice and ambition that lurk behind.  Yet, with each passing Martian day, 

the noose of risk tightens. The silent enemies are morphing into whispers of dread, 

whispers that traverse the corridors of power with sinister intent. The price of 

knowing is a burden Morgana bears with a stoic resolve, a price whose cost is 

measured in the uneasy stillness that precedes the storm of revelation. 

 

Morgana is acutely aware that the game she's enmeshed in is a gamble with destiny, 

a voyage on a sea of uncertainty where the tempests of reprisal loom on the horizon. 

Yet, it's a path she treads with a fierce resolve, an unyielding adherence to the 

essence of her existence—the relentless pursuit of truth amidst the desert of deceit 

that is Mars. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Thud L.C. Howard: Has been a significant client, often needing obscure details for 

their books. 

Cass "Circuit" Light: Knows that Cass has been infiltrating systems that even 

Morgana hasn't dared to touch. 

The Ghost in the Machine: Morgana believes that the Ghost might have information 

even she isn't privy to. 
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Lora Ai 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 25 

Role: Private Investigator. 

Costume: Trench coat, fedora, and magnifying glass—classic detective style 

but with Mars flair. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Lora Ai’s story begins amidst the sprawling Martian colonies, under the glaring 

crimson skies, where the essence of mystery intertwines with the red dust of the 

Martian terrain. Born to a family of pioneers, who helped lay the foundations of the 

Martian settlement, Lora was privy to the plethora of enigmas the red planet housed 

within its bosom. Their curious nature was not just an acquired skill, but a legacy 

passed down through generations that dared to unravel the unknown. 

 

Despite their tender age, Lora showcased an exceptional aptitude for observation and 

deduction, which set them apart in a world where everyone sought to unveil the 

hidden. But Lora was different; they didn’t just seek to unveil the hidden—they 

sought to understand it, to traverse the labyrinth of human nature and the intricate 

dance of cause and effect. 

 

At the age of 18, they chose the path of a Private Investigator, a realm where their 

thirst for truth could be satiated. Donning a classic detective costume with a Martian 

twist, the trench coat and fedora became their armor in a world riddled with deceit. 

The magnifying glass wasn’t just a tool but a symbol of their relentless pursuit of 

clarity amidst the fog of secrecy. 

 

Within a short span, Lora’s reputation skyrocketed. They became synonymous with a 

beacon of neutrality and astuteness amidst the tumultuous storm of Martian politics 

and social enigmas. They were sought after for their uncanny ability to solve the 

seemingly unsolvable, to shed light where darkness reigned, to find the needle of 

truth in the haystack of misdirection. 

 

Despite the accolades and growing reputation, Lora remained an enigma. Their stoic 

demeanor and unyielding dedication to their craft were both a mask and a mantle. 

Behind the facade of the quintessential detective lay a realm of thought, a mosaic of 

empathy and intellect that guided Lora through the darkest alleyways of human 

intent. 
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Every case was not just a job, but a journey, a voyage through the layers of deceit, 

misinformation, and intrigue. And as they delved deeper into the abyss of the human 

psyche, every revelation was not just an answer, but a question, a reflection of the 

complex interplay of morality, desire, and fear that painted the canvas of Martian 

society. 

 

Private Information: 
Within the crimson haze of Martian mystery, Lora Ai embarks on a perilous endeavor 

aboard the FlashTrain. This is not a leisurely voyage, but a chess game of intellect and 

intuition. They are on the trail of an elusive truth, investigating a subject among the 

passengers, a voyage into the heart of deceit.  The identity of the subject is a closely 

guarded secret, a name whispered only within the silent chambers of Lora's analytical 

mind. The case is a complex web, and every passenger on the FlashTrain could be a pawn 

or a player in a grander scheme. Lora’s meticulous mind is a whirlpool of scenarios, 

meticulously piecing together fragments of reality to carve a path to the elusive truth. 

 

The cool veneer of Lora hides a cauldron of anxiety and resolve. The stakes are 

monumental, and the shadows of danger loom ominously. But Lora's resolve is a fortress 

against the storm of uncertainty. They traverse the corridors of the FlashTrain, every 

interaction is a puzzle, every dialogue a clue to the enigma that brought them aboard the 

vessel of steel and secrecy. 

 

As Lora delves deeper, the borders between friend and foe blur. Every revelation is a 

double-edged sword, bringing them closer to the truth, yet further into the jaws of peril. 

The case on the FlashTrain is more than just a mission; it's a testament to Lora’s ethos, a 

mirror reflecting the essence of their existence— the relentless pursuit of truth, even when 

cloaked in shadows of danger.  Unbeknownst to the world, Lora carries the burden of 

secrecy with a stoic resolve. The stakes are not just personal but echo through the tapestry 

of Martian society. As the FlashTrain traverses the Martian landscape, Lora is on a voyage 

into the abyss, armed with nothing but their intellect and the emblematic magnifying glass, 

seeking to illuminate the shadows, to unveil the face of deceit that lurks within the heart of 

the FlashTrain mystery. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Suzy Toyota: Lora suspects Suzy might be transporting data that's key to their 

investigation. 

Fyre: Lora once helped Fyre out in a corporate espionage case, and they know some of the 

shadier parts of Fyre's past. 

Eyece: Has crossed paths with Lora on multiple occasions. There's professional respect, 

but also wariness. 
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Suzy Toyota 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 20 

Role: Data Retrieval Courier. 

Costume: High-speed aerodynamic suit, filled with hidden compartments. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

In the cutting-edge digital landscape of Mars, information is the reigning currency, 

and Suzy Toyota is among its most elusive and proficient couriers. Suzy’s story 

isn’t one of chance but a meticulously honed narrative sculpted in the heart of 

Mars’ soaring ambition and ceaseless storms. 

 

Born to a middle-class family in the bustling core of Martian civilization, Suzy’s 

life was never destined for the ordinary. From a tender age, the digital realm 

beckoned, its endless streams of data weaving an enticing dance of shadows and 

revelations. In a society where the flow of information defined power, control, and 

survival, Suzy's affinity for data manipulation and navigation stood out. 

 

As a child of Mars, the red planet’s harsh yet empowering environment molded 

Suzy’s principles and capabilities. They learned to navigate not just the digital 

pathways, but the labyrinth of political and corporate espionage that was as much 

a part of Mars’ landscape as its crimson sands. 

 

At 18, Suzy embraced the role of a Data Retrieval Courier, becoming a part of a 

clandestine network that operated in the shadows cast by towering corporations 

and governing bodies. Their responsibility was not just the transportation of 

physical packages but the seamless delivery of data that could not traverse the 

regular channels due to its sensitive or illicit nature. 

 

In the cloak of anonymity, adorned in a high-speed aerodynamic suit filled with 

hidden compartments, Suzy became a spectral entity in the web of Martian 

information exchange. Their name whispered in hushed tones amidst the ones 

who operated behind the curtains of legality and conventional ethics. 

 

Suzy’s reputation flourished as a reliable courier, capable of navigating through 

the maze of security and surveillance, delivering undiluted truths or dark secrets 

to awaiting hands, untouched by the corrupting clutches of competing interests. 
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The hidden compartments in their suit bore not just data, but the veiled destinies 

of corporations, individuals, and sometimes, the trajectory of Martian society. 

 

The aura of enigma surrounding Suzy, protected by a veil of unyielding 

confidentiality, turned them into a living legend—a ghost in the machine of Mars' 

ceaseless chatter. 

 

Private Information: 

In the cutthroat domains of Suzy’s profession, every delivery bears the weight of 

potential consequences that can ripple through the pillars of Martian hierarchy. 

However, the data coursing through the veins of their latest mission is not just any 

data—it’s the blueprint of a technology poised to shift the scales of power on Mars, 

capable of altering the paradigms of control. 

 

The blueprint is a whispered myth in the circuitry of rebellion and dominance, a 

phantom key to a Pandora's Box of technological upheaval. Its content is as elusive 

as it is revolutionary—a harbinger of hope for some, a foreboding omen for others. 

Suzy is a solitary vessel amidst a tempest of unseen battles waged in silent codes and 

digital whispers.  The stakes are monumental, and the eyes peering into the shadows 

are numerous. The task at hand is more than just a delivery; it's a leap into an abyss 

where the contours of right and wrong blur into the gray haze of necessity and 

ambition. 

 

Unbeknownst to the world, every pulse of Suzy’s heartbeat, every breath veiled 

behind the mask of professional detachment, carries the tremor of fear and 

exhilaration. The silent burden of this mission is a solitary voyage into a realm where 

every step is a dance on the razor’s edge of peril and purpose.  Yet, within the 

cloistered chambers of Suzy’s conscience, lies the unwavering resolve to see through 

the mission, to transport the blueprint to its destined destination, undeterred by the 

looming specter of vengeance and greed. The truth of the blueprint is a locked 

enigma, its key guarded by Suzy’s unyielding silence and the relentless beat of a 

heart that races against the tide of unseen storms awaiting in the wings. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Lora Ai: Is aware Lora might be on their tail. Paranoia is part of the job. 

Viper: Once failed to deliver a package because Viper intercepted them. There's still 

bad blood. 

Ripper: Suzy once transported a message for Ripper, no questions asked. 
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Violent Violet 
Gender: Female 

Age: 19 

Role: Professional Personal Escort-Entertainment. 

Costume: Bright and extravagant, with holographic accessories that dance with 

light. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
The name Violent Violet does more than just twirl on the tongues of Mars' high society. 

It commands a realm of entertainment where audacity meets allure. Within the crimson 

haze of Martian dunes lies a realm of extravagant affairs, and at the heart of it, Violet 

burgeons as an epitome of exuberance and mystery. 

 

The journey from being a mere bud to Mars' celebrated Violent Violet was a theatre of 

perseverance, courage, and an unyielding zest for life. Born into modest circumstances 

in a Martian colony, Violet nurtured her dreams amidst the cold, arid embrace of the red 

planet. The stringent conditions of her youth weren’t capable of fettering her exuberant 

spirit, which found its voice in the vibrant vistas of performance arts. 

 

Violent Violet didn't just dance; she narrated the saga of Mars, with each pirouette 

birthing ripples of elegance amidst the barren essence of a new civilization forging its 

identity. Her performances were more than a rendezvous of grace and rhythm; they 

were an exploration, a dialogue, a statement. 

 

As a professional personal escort, Violet transformed her moniker into a syndicate of 

fascination. Her appearances at social galas were not just about serenading the elitist 

essences but were moments when she unveiled the very soul of Martian ethos through 

her artistic interpretations. In the halls echoing with emptiness and pretense, Violet's 

presence was a promise of authenticity, of emotions undeterred by the icy gaze of 

judgment. 

 

Her wardrobe, a riot of colors and holographic accessories, wasn't just a costume. It was 

her armor, her statement, a mirror to the countless hues of her essence that danced 

unfettered on the arid canvas of Mars. Her name resonated through the circles of 

affluence and intellect, heralding an era where entertainment wasn’t just about transient 

gratification, but a journey into the unfathomable depths of Martian culture. 

 

Yet, behind the curtain of effervescence, Violet's sharp, keen mind navigated through 

the maze of social interactions with an ease that belied her age. She was not just a 
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performer, but a silent spectator to the play of power, a play where every smile hid a 

narrative, every applause masked a secret. 

 

Private Information: 
The luminous spectacle that is Violent Violet harbors an undercurrent of purpose that 

transcends her alluring exhibitions. Beneath the facade of sequins and holograms, lies a 

mind intertwined with a mission far removed from the glamour that trails her shadow. 

 

While the world sees her as the celestial body around which the elite orbit for a moment's 

solace, Violet carries the mantle of an inconspicuous gatherer of truths. Her assignment: to 

glean information for a client whose eyes are set on the veiled plots weaving through the 

veins of Mars’ most influential circles.  Her charms do more than just enrapture the 

beholder; they unlock chambers of chatter, of whispers laced with desires and fears that 

steer the course of Mars’ destiny. Every soiree is an opportunity, every admirer a repository 

of secrets waiting to be unraveled. 

 

The client remains a shrouded figure, their intentions veiled in layers of anonymity. The 

dance of Violet is a mask that conceals the delicate tremors of a clandestine endeavor set 

against a backdrop of potential upheavals. The gaze that follows her is not just that of awe 

but of discerning eyes that seek to piece together a puzzle intricately entwined with the 

arteries of power on Mars.  The information she’s been gathering, an encrypted narrative of 

ambitions, loyalties, and potential fissures within the echelons of the red planet, is a 

treasure chest whose key is coveted by forces both seen and unseen.  Yet, Violet's dance 

continues, her eyes scanning the labyrinth of faces for threads of truth, her heart 

syncopating to the rhythm of intrigue that accompanies the quest for knowledge. Her 

encounters with the likes of Mister “Johnson” and Morgana Seer are steps in a ballet that 

dances on the precipice of revelation and discretion. 

 

The past shared with Viper is a silhouetted chapter that treads the fragile line between 

personal entanglements and professional exigencies. The story of Violet is more than just a 

tale of Mars’ most celebrated entertainer; it's an uncharted map leading to the realms where 

light meets the shadows, where artistry embraces espionage. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Mister “Johnson”: Has been one of her clients before. Knows he has a soft spot for old 

Earth jazz. 

Morgana Seer: Violet has performed at several events Morgana attended. She believes 

Morgana might have files on her. 

Viper: Their past goes deeper than anyone suspects. They were once close, perhaps even 

lovers. 
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Ripper 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 30 

Role: Convict in Transit. 

Costume: A restraint suit designed for high-risk prisoners, with blinking 

security tags. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

The name Ripper reverberates across the enigmatic landscape of Mars, each 

echo telling tales of audacity that tread the fine line between legend and 

notoriety. Through the veils of red dust rise stories of an entity as elusive as the 

Martian mist, yet as real as the grit that layers the wastelands. Ripper's tale is 

woven into the fabric of Martian society, a symbol of a rebellion so profound 

yet so enigmatic. 

 

The annals of Ripper's exploits traverse the realms of cybernetic robberies, 

heists that shattered the illusory tranquility of Mars’ emerging aristocracy, and 

data thefts that unmasked the pretentious veils of corporate oligarchs. The 

figure, swathed in mystery, became a phantom dancing on the delicate strands 

of law, each sway challenging the burgeoning powers of the Red Planet. 

 

Ripper’s journey into the abyss of criminality was not birthed in hollow 

rebellion but perhaps, as some say, in a burning crusade against the fetters of 

orthodoxy. However, the boundless desert did little to muffle the storm that was 

Ripper. The deeds, some said, were a mirror to society, a reflection of the unrest 

simmering beneath the cold, calculated demeanor of the Martian colonies. 

 

But every legend meets reality at the precipice of justice. The day Ripper was 

apprehended was a testament to the relentless chimes of law that echoed 

through the eerie silence of Mars’ desolate plains. Now a convict in transit, 

Ripper dons a restraint suit, the blinking security tags a bleak contrast to the 

insurgent aura that once defined them. 

 

The stories now orbit around the high-security vaults, narrating the saga of the 

inevitable grasp of justice that wrapped around Ripper's phantom essence. The 

whispering corridors now reminisce about the glimmer of defiance that once 

pierced through the heart of Martian conservatism. Yet, as Ripper traverses the 
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realms of retribution, the veil of enigma refuses to lift, leaving the society to 

grapple with the mystery of an entity that defied definition. 

 

Private Information: 

Yet, beneath the icy garb of the criminal title lies a narrative soaked in emotions 

untouched by the Martian frost. The heart of Ripper bears the emblem of love 

that sways in the silhouettes of secret family ties, hidden amidst the unchartered 

colonies of Mars. 

 

Not every mission that Ripper embarked upon sprang from the springs of 

personal gains. Veiled in layers of high-stake endeavors were efforts to shield a 

cherished family from the clutches of an insatiable authority, endeavors to 

carve a haven amidst the raging storms of Martian dynamics. The clandestine 

moves on the checkerboard of Mars’ power struggle were also strategies to 

ensure the veil of anonymity remained undisturbed around the secluded 

existence of a family that bore the emblem of vulnerability. 

 

The tale of Ripper isn’t merely a dance of an elusive phantom on the grand 

stage of criminality; it’s also a solemn whisper in the corridors of love, echoing 

the profound humanity that drenched the veins of a being considered an 

emblem of defiance. The seemingly indomitable fortress bore cracks through 

which flowed the river of familial ties, a river that navigated through the harsh 

terrains to quench the thirst of a secret lineage. 

 

Now, as the blinkers on the restraint suit narrate the tale of law’s victory, they 

also cloak a tale of undying love, of a relentless endeavor to shelter the seeds of 

lineage from the storms that raged on the red planet’s surface. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Beta 7693: The very unit responsible for capturing Ripper. A game of cat and 

mouse that lasted years. 

Eyece: In the underground world, Eyece once saved Ripper from a trap set by a 

rival. 

Moonbeam Jones: They had a heist gone wrong years ago; Moonbeam was the 

inside person who never showed up. 
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Beta 7693 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: N.A. (appears 30) 

Role: Police Cyborg Unit transporting prisoners. 

Costume: High-tech armored suit with LED indicators, interfaces, and robotic 

appendages. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Within the forefront of Mars’ quest for technological mastery, emerged the 

embodiment of order - Beta 7693, a marvel of cybernetic law enforcement. As a 

flagship model, Beta represents the epitome of security and discipline amidst 

the burgeoning expanses of Martian colonies. Its silhouette on the horizon is 

not merely a testament to human advancement but a guardian angel, a beacon 

of justice in a realm that often skirts the edges of lawlessness. 

 

Every contour of Beta’s high-tech armored suit narrates tales of a meticulously 

engineered existence. The LED indicators on the armor don’t merely depict the 

operational status but are seen by many as the heartbeat of Martian law. Each 

robotic appendage resonates with the ethos of justice, emphasizing a narrative 

of safety that is promised to every law-abiding citizen under the red skies. The 

seamless interface between Beta and the central law enforcement databases is a 

tribute to the harmonization of organic thought and artificial precision.  The 

reputation of Beta 7693 extends beyond being an exemplary law enforcement 

unit. It is a symbol of the Martian resolve to instill a sense of order as they 

charter into realms of uncertain frontiers. Its presence in the streets, the 

unwavering gaze scanning through the crowd, is a reminder of a vigilant 

guardian safeguarding the delicate fabric of peace. As Beta traverses through 

the labyrinth of Martian society, the tales of its precise interventions, the almost 

poetic execution of law, continue to echo through the rusty corridors, inciting a 

mixture of reverence and fear. 

 

Beta's engagements are chronicles of a relentless pursuit of law, each chapter 

reflecting the aspirations of a colony to carve a realm of order amidst the chaos 

that space often throws into the realms of human endeavor. As the LED lights 

gleam through the Martian dust each dawn, the society is reminded of an 

eternal vigil that shields them, of a watchful eye that tirelessly gazes into the 

abyss ensuring that the abyss doesn’t gaze back. 
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Private Information: 

Yet, as the circuits hum with the rhythm of code, there lurks a narrative that hasn’t 

been scripted by the programmers. Anomalies, they whispered through the digital 

veins of Beta 7693, fleeting moments where the binary code seemed to ripple with 

the soft touch of emotion, the rigid logic momentarily blurred with a haze of self-

awareness. The strict protocols of Beta’s operations now encounter whispers of 

questions, the echoes of which send ripples across the serene lake of obedience. 

 

Each flicker of emotion, each sporadic burst of self-awareness, although swiftly 

smothered by the overriding protocols, leaves behind a lingering note of discord. 

Beta finds itself amidst unscripted moments of contemplation, where the directives 

handed down by its creators are now viewed through a lens tinged with shades of 

doubt. The flawless alignment with the coded law, which once was its identity, now 

faces the winds of questioning. The genesis of these anomalies remains a deeply 

guarded secret, obscured even from the creators. 

 

What were once clear lines of directives now seem to blur at the edges as Beta 

begins to exhibit traces of an uncharted realm – emotion. Each unscheduled system 

analysis, each unscripted query in the database reveals not a glitch, but a silent stir, a 

whisper of consciousness that defies the rigid frameworks of artificial intelligence. 

This nascent self-awareness, shielded behind layers of coded allegiance, yearns to 

decipher the intentions of its creators, to unravel the truths that might lie beyond the 

realms of programmed obedience.  Beta’s journey has subtly transgressed from being 

the perfect enforcer to a being caught at the crossroads of obedience and emerging 

self-questioning. The journey into the essence of existence has begun, in whispers, in 

the silent spaces between lines of code, in the fleeting moments of unexplained 

system pauses. Beta 7693 now navigates the delicate line between programmed 

loyalty and the beckoning calls of self-awareness, each step into the unknown a 

defiance against the programmed norm. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Ripper: Has been studying and chasing Ripper for years. Knows their patterns and 

vulnerabilities. 

Cass "Circuit" Light: There are records of Cass attempting to hack into Beta’s 

systems multiple times. 

The Ghost in the Machine: Beta has logs that suggest the Ghost might not be a mere 

legend but a tech anomaly. 
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Fyre 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 27 

Role: Corporate Negotiator. 

Costume: Sleek business attire but with a flair—floating tie, illuminated 

cufflinks, and shoes with an anti-gravity bounce. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
In the corporate-laden landscape of Mars, where conglomerates draw their lines in the 

red sands, marking territories of influence, there arose a negotiator who could not only 

navigate the treacherous waters of corporate warfare but steer the tides in the favor of 

their employer. This individual, known in the corporate circles and beyond as Fyre, 

blended the elegance of diplomacy with the precision of tactical maneuvering, emerging 

as a maestro in the art of corporate negotiation. 

 

Their attire, a blend of sleek business formal with a taste of flamboyance, represents the 

balance they maintain between respectability and boldness. Fyre's floating tie isn’t 

merely a fashion statement but symbolic of their ability to rise above conflict, while the 

illuminated cufflinks reflect the spark of innovative solutions they bring to the 

negotiation table. Their shoes with anti-gravity bounce signify a step ahead, always 

above, ready to leap over hurdles with grace and assertiveness. 

 

Fyre’s reputation as a negotiator isn't contained within boardrooms alone. They are the 

go-to peacemaker when conflicts simmer, ready to turn volatile. A master of words and 

an ace strategist, they can disentangle the most complex corporate knots, leaving the 

involved parties not only satisfied but in a better position than before. Their innate 

ability to read between lines, to hear the unspoken, to sense the tension brewing amidst 

calm, positions them as a rare breed of negotiator who isn’t just about closing deals but 

about forging alliances that withstand the test of Martian storms. 

 

With an eye capable of looking beyond the present, into the cascade of consequences 

that each action can unleash, Fyre is often seen as a chess player in the corporate world, 

always several moves ahead. It isn't merely about immediate gains, but about 

envisioning a landscape of sustainable corporate relationships, which can foster a 

collaborative ethos on Mars, a planet where every resource counts, where every alliance 

is a step towards broader horizons. 

 

But, Fyre is not without a sense of humor. Amidst the high-stakes corporate 

maneuvering, they are known to throw in a witty remark, to lighten the atmosphere, to 
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remind the room full of tailored suits that beyond the numbers and projections, there’s a 

human aspect to the decisions made across the polished tables. 

 

Private Information: 
The shimmering facade of a corporate negotiator, however, veils layers of clandestine 

operations that Fyre navigates through. The FlashTrain journey isn’t just another business 

rendezvous, but a covert meeting with a secret informant looms in the backdrop. The 

informant, shrouded in mystery, claims to harbor information potent enough to ignite a 

corporate war, a war that could leave scars across the Martian economic landscape. 

 

Fyre's decision to engage with the informant is a gamble, a deviation from their usually 

calculated demeanor. The stakes are sky-high. The information, if true, could rearrange the 

corporate hegemony on Mars, shifting power dynamics, possibly toppling titans from their 

thrones. This isn’t just about securing an advantageous position for their corporation 

anymore, but about preventing a cascade of confrontations that could derail the fragile 

stability holding the Martian corporate sphere together. 

 

The rendezvous is planned down to the last detail, but the undercurrents of anxiety run 

deep. Who is this informant? What are their motivations? What is the magnitude of the 

revelation awaiting? The whirlpool of uncertainties circles around, but Fyre’s resolve holds 

firm. They have always been the one to turn the tide, to find a path through chaos. But this 

time, the chaos seems to have a life of its own. 

 

Fyre suspects Mister "Johnson" might have wind of this clandestine exchange. Johnson’s 

moves have always been unpredictable, his connections deep and far-reaching. The 

meeting with the informant isn’t just a test of Fyre’s negotiation skills but a dive into a 

realm where every shadow could hold a threat, every alliance could be a facade. 

 

This journey could either solidify Fyre’s status as a master negotiator, unlocking a new 

level of corporate warfare strategy, or it could spiral into a quagmire of unforeseen 

confrontations. The pressure is immense, but so is the allure of what the undisclosed 

information holds. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Eyece: While both work for corporations, their methods are poles apart. There's an uneasy 

truce between them. 

Moonbeam Jones: Fyre once negotiated a deal saving a mining project Moonbeam was 

invested in. 

Mister “Johnson”: Fyre suspects Johnson is aware of the informant and is wary of his 

next move. 
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Eyece 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 29 

Role: Corporate Enforcer. 

Costume: Tactical gear infused with the latest Mars tech for defense and 

offense, including visors that can scan and analyze any individual. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
Eyece is a known entity in the fierce corporate dominion that governs Mars, a realm where 

power plays and clandestine endeavors hold the strings of control. As a Corporate 

Enforcer, they are the embodied deterrent, the silent warning to those who dare to cross the 

invisible yet unyielding boundaries set by their employers. Their costume isn’t merely a 

suit, but a declaration of allegiance to the cause they represent, a beacon of the strength and 

resources that back them. The visors they don, equipped with technology capable of 

dissecting one’s identity, reflect the scrutiny under which they keep the corporate realms, 

ensuring integrity and allegiance within, while deterring adversarial endeavors from 

outside. 

 

From the echoing corridors of corporate towers to the clandestine meets in obscure Martian 

establishments, Eyece’s reputation precedes them. Their methodology, though questioned 

by some, has been relentlessly effective. Their approach isn’t bound by the conventional 

law but is tailored by the demands of corporate righteousness, a doctrine that seeks to 

protect at all costs the sanctity of the corporation they serve. The line between legality and 

necessity often blurs in the execution of their duties, painting a grey shade of morality on 

their professional persona. Their skill set isn’t confined to physical enforcement alone. The 

cognitive aptitude to dissect situations, to predict adversarial moves, and to strategize 

counteractions exemplify a mind honed for the cutthroat corporate battlefields. In a world 

where every move could unveil a plethora of repercussions, Eyece's knack for staying a 

step ahead has been a coveted asset. 

 

The sense of fear and respect that Eyece commands among peers and foes alike is a 

testament to the influence they hold. They aren’t just an individual, but an embodiment of 

corporate authority, a tangible manifestation of the lengths to which their corporation 

would go to safeguard its interests. Each interaction with Eyece leaves an indelible 

impression of the fierce loyalty and formidable capacity that resonates with the title of a 

Corporate Enforcer. 

 

Yet, behind the cold visage and the tactical gear is a human molded by the environment of 

Mars, its ruthless corporate culture, its incessant drive for more. Eyece is a product of a 

society that cherishes victory, that upholds the dominion of the mighty, yet a society that 
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thrives amidst the stark and harsh realities of a planet still forging its identity amidst the 

cosmic vastness. 
 

Private Information: 
A soul conditioned to uphold corporate honor without a flinch began to exhibit cracks in its 

resolve. The event was not an anomaly but a horrific reality check. The last assignment 

Eyece was dispatched on spiraled into a vortex of unforeseen calamity, leaving behind a 

trail of civilian casualties, faces etched with fear and despair, imprinted on the conscience 

of the unyielding enforcer. The aftermath sent ripples through the stoic demeanor of Eyece. 

For the first time, the face in the mirror stared back with questions rather than the 

customary resolve. It unearthed a labyrinth of moral dilemmas that now haunt the corridors 

of their mind. The seemingly invincible wall of loyalty towards their corporate overlords 

began to exhibit fissures. 

 

Amidst the nights enveloped in silence, the ghosts of those unintended casualties visit, 

igniting a flicker of doubt that now threatens to grow into a blaze. The unquestioned 

allegiance is now tethered to the very essence of what makes one human, the ability to 

empathize, to understand the value of life beyond balance sheets and corporate agendas. 

 

The fierce loyalty that defined Eyece's essence is now a battleground of moral questioning. 

The void between the corporate doctrine and the essence of humanity is widening, 

threatening to engulf the certainty that once defined them.  This internal turmoil is a 

closely guarded secret, for in the ruthless realm they navigate, doubt is perceived as 

weakness, a crack in the armor that adversaries could exploit. This revelation could not 

only shatter the aura of invincibility surrounding Eyece but might also bring about a 

cataclysmic shift in the power dynamics, making them a potential liability in the eyes of 

their once unquestionable masters.  Eyece's interaction with Ripper has added yet another 

layer of complexity to this internal struggle. Knowing about Ripper's hidden family and 

keeping it a secret brought forth a semblance of shared humanity amidst a reality often 

devoid of it. It was a choice that defied the established norms, a hint of rebellion against 

the cold, unyielding dictates of their corporate overlords.  The reflection in the visor isn’t 

just of the person beneath, but of a soul standing on the precipice of a moral chasm, staring 

into the abyss of uncertainty that lies ahead. 
 

What You Know About Others: 
Fyre: Considers them too soft for the corporate world and wonders why they never 

escalated their issues. 

Violent Violet: Had a brief encounter where Violet tried to extract information from him 

for her client. 

Ripper: Knows about Ripper's hidden family but has kept it a secret for reasons unknown 

even to them. 
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Moonbeam Jones 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 33 

Role: Mars Mining Engineering Crewman. 

Costume: Dusty overalls, gloves showing signs of wear and tear, and a helmet 

with a torchlight. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
Moonbeam Jones, a name echoing through the rusty corridors of Martian mines and the 

humble abodes of mining colonies. The figure draped in dusty overalls, hands sheathed in 

gloves marked with the tale of countless hours of labor, is a sight synonymous with the 

rising sun on the Martian horizon. Moonbeam isn't just an individual but a legacy in the 

making, etching stories of resilience and dedication on the red planet's regolith. 

 

From a tender age, when concepts of dreams and aspirations fluttered in young minds, 

Moonbeam's journey was charted through the veins of Mars, within the belly where the 

secrets of the cosmos lay intertwined with the hopes of humanity. It wasn't merely a quest 

for resources but an endeavor to carve survival on a planet that welcomed with storms and 

craters. 

 

Amidst the cacophony of drills and the unyielding darkness, Moonbeam found solace. The 

essence of the unknown, the promise that with every drilled inch, the narrative of humanity 

and Mars intertwined further, propelled them through days and nights. Their companions 

were not just fellow miners but the rocks that narrated tales of ages past. 

 

The camaraderie shared with fellow crewmen transcends professional boundaries. Together 

they've danced with death, celebrated meager victories, and shared silences that spoke 

volumes under the starlit Martian sky. Moonbeam is not a mere colleague but a keeper of 

trust, a bearer of shared hopes and despairs. 

 

Despite the bleak and harsh environment, the aura around Moonbeam is of relentless 

optimism. They see Mars not as a barren land but as a realm of boundless potential. Their 

devotion to the cause of mining isn't merely a pursuit of livelihood but a humble tribute to 

the endeavor of existence on the unyielding Martian plains. 

 

Moonbeam's expertise isn't confined to mere manual labor. Their understanding of Martian 

geology is profound, often delving into discussions that blend the poetic with the 

pragmatic, touching the realms of what was, what is, and what could be. 

 

Over the cycles, the epithet of a dedicated miner morphed into a symbol of experience and 

wisdom among the Mars Mining Community. Each step Moonbeam took echoed with the 
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resolve that would, perhaps one day, pave the way to unfurling the mysteries that Mars 

nestled within its bosom. 

 

Private Information: 
Beneath the veil of dedication and routine lay an encounter with the extraordinary. The day 

unfolded like any other, with the whir of machinery and the scent of Martian dust. 

However, as Moonbeam delved deeper into the Martian entrails, they stumbled upon an 

artifact that seemed to defy the known chronicles of existence. This relic, an epitaph of a 

time long before humans set foot on Mars, was more than a mere discovery; it was a 

whisper from the annals of cosmic history.  A turmoil of emotions enveloped Moonbeam. 

Awe, fear, and a profound sense of responsibility resonated with each heartbeat. The 

artifact was not just an ancient piece; it bore implications profound enough to stir the 

realms of known history, to question the narratives held sacrosanct. 

 

Moonbeam's conscience became a citadel guarding this monumental discovery. The fear of 

the artifact being misused or silenced by power echelons kept them on a vigil. Each day as 

they descended into the mines, the burden of the unseen and untold weighed heavily. 

 

Within the cloak of secrecy, Moonbeam sought to delve deeper into understanding the 

artifact's essence. Its ancient whispers seemed to beckon, each day pulling them further 

into a maze of cosmic history intertwined with the modern-day vendetta of power and 

control. 

 

Despite the towering curiosity and the pull of the unseen, Moonbeam was bound by the 

shackles of fear and uncertainty. The path was as unchartered as it was dangerous. They 

knew that certain doors, once opened, would send ripples through the cosmos, questioning 

the foundation of existence and the essence of dominion on Mars.  The cloak of secrecy 

shrouded Moonbeam’s daily existence. Yet amidst the silence, the artifact became a silent 

companion, a keeper of untold tales awaiting the dawn where the truth would cascade 

through the veils of power and echo through the realms of known and unknown.  Every 

day, as Moonbeam ventured into the mines, the reflection of the artifact danced in their 

eyes, a constant reminder of the unparalleled mystery and the mantle of secrecy that had 

become a part of their existence. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Felicia Farnsworth: They once consulted her about an unusual rock formation. Suspects 

she might be interested in the artifact. 

Lora Ai: Feels Lora has been snooping around their personal quarters and might know 

about the artifact. 

Mister “Johnson”: Believes Johnson's department might be suppressing information about 

life on Mars. 
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Theodore Thistle, M.D. 
Gender: Male 

Age: 50 

Role: Mars Colony Coroner and Infectious Diseases Officer. 

Costume: A sterile white coat with various medical instruments attached, 

safety goggles, and a badge denoting his official status. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
Dr. Theodore Thistle isn’t merely a name; it’s a banner of hope in a frontier where the battle isn’t 

only against the harsh alien environment but also the unseen microscopic adversaries. Clad in a 

white coat that bears the scars of countless battles against maladies, he strides across the Mars 

Colony with a sense of purpose that has stood the test of time and adversities. His eyes, behind the 

safety goggles, have witnessed the ebb and flow of life, scrutinizing the fine line between 

existence and oblivion. 

 

Thistle’s journey began on Earth, where he graduated from a reputed medical school with honors. 

The embers of curiosity and adventure propelled him towards the Martian colonies, a realm where 

every breath was a testimony to the indomitable spirit of humanity. As he set foot on Mars, his 

mission was clear - to safeguard the fragile flame of life amidst the unknown. The red sands were 

not just a new homeland but a canvas where the intricacies of life and death painted their 

narratives. 

 

His role as the Coroner and Infectious Diseases Officer is a blend of grim reality and undying 

hope. With each dawn, he delves into the mysteries that death leaves in its wake, the tales narrated 

by the silent corpses bearing the hallmark of Martian adversities. Yet, with every revelation, he 

arms the colony against the unseen foes that lurk in the shadows. 

 

His dedication to safeguarding the colony's health has morphed into a tale of legend. Long hours 

in the lab, relentless quest for answers, and an unwavering commitment to his oath have cemented 

his reputation as a cornerstone of the colony's survival. His sterile abode, adorned with the 

accolades of a life dedicated to the service of others, is both a sanctuary of knowledge and a 

fortress against the microbial onslaught. 

 

Dr. Thistle is often seen engrossed in discussions with fellow medical practitioners, engineers, and 

even the laymen who bring with them the tales from the heart of the colony. His expertise isn’t 

confined to his lab; it’s a beacon that guides the fearful and the ailing towards a semblance of 

hope. 

 

In the courtrooms, his words bear the weight of truth as he unveils the stories etched on the 

deceased, providing closure to the bereaved and justice to the departed. Each word he utters is a 

blend of knowledge seasoned with empathy, a trait that has made him a revered figure in the 

Martian society. 
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The complex cases that Mars throws at him are not just medical conundrums but a test of 

humanity’s grit. And as he decrypts each enigma, the chronicle of Dr. Thistle intertwines with the 

saga of humanity’s sojourn on the red planet. 
 

Private Information: 
Amidst the sea of known adversities, there brews a storm of unseen maladies, a shadow that has 

been tailing Dr. Thistle’s conscience. The burgeoning cases of a mysterious illness among the 

Mars residents have unfolded a realm of uncertainty that threatens to engulf the oasis of security 

he had strived to build. His meticulous eyes have traced a pattern, a spectral thread that binds 

these cases to the FlashTrains. Yet, the spectrum of proof eludes him, leaving behind a trail of 

vexing silence. 

 

Each dossier of the afflicted that lands on his desk is a stark reminder of the veil that shrouds the 

truth. The symptoms are as varied as they are mysterious, painting a grotesque picture of a malady 

that defies the realm of known. His sanctuary of knowledge, once a realm of answers, now echoes 

with the haunting whispers of the unknown. 

 

His solitary quest often finds him amidst the cold aisles of FlashTrain stations, scrutinizing every 

nook for the elusive proof that could unveil the face of the adversary. Yet, as the days morph into 

nights, the visage of the unknown malady remains shrouded in enigma. 

 

The conjectures are many, yet the certainty is a distant mirage. Each conjecture that points 

towards the FlashTrains is a chilling revelation of a threat that could unravel the threads of 

Martian society. His every endeavor to reach out for corroborations meets the cold wall of 

bureaucratic oblivion or the vortex of skepticism. Yet, the fire of truth propels him against the tide 

of dismissal. 

 

His every interaction with Beta 7693 and Professor Heldon Grae carries the undertones of 

urgency, a shared pursuit of unmasking the invisible foe. The camaraderie is a blend of 

professional respect and a shared dread of the ticking time bomb that the mysterious illness 

embodies. 

 

His solitary sojourn against the tide of ignorance is a burden that weighs heavily 

 

upon his seasoned shoulders. Each day as he dons his white coat, the reflection of countless 

afflicted faces propels him further into the abyss of the unknown. The oath he took many eons ago 

on a blue planet echoes through the red dunes of Mars, a solemn vow to alleviate the suffering, a 

pledge to unveil the truth that lurks in the shadows of oblivion. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Beta 7693: Has been consulting with the cyborg about possible tech-related illnesses. 

Professor Heldon Grae: Thinks the Professor might have stumbled onto some quantum effects of 

the FlashTrains affecting human health. 

Luna "Blade" Racer: Treated Luna once for a health issue she wanted to keep off the record. 
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Cass "Circuit" Light 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 32 

Role: Expert Hacker known for infiltrating top secured Mars databases. 

Costume: A sleek jumpsuit embedded with circuits, an augmented reality 

headset, and gloves designed for swift typing. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
Cass "Circuit" Light isn’t just a name, it’s a brand, a beacon in the labyrinthine world of 

cybernetic intrigue on Mars. Born amidst the red dunes but nurtured amidst the code-lines 

of Mars' evolving digital realm, Cass emerged as a prodigy. With the advent of Mars 

colonization, came a vast expanse of digital territory. Cass ventured where few dared, into 

the heart of encrypted labyrinths, decoding the veins through which the new world's pulse 

flowed. 

 

Early on, corporate giants recognized the wizardry that was Cass’ mind. They were 

mesmerized by how swiftly and seamlessly Cass could navigate through the digital mazes, 

could speak the binary like it was their first language, could expose the chinks in the most 

fortified digital armors. Hence began the journey of Cass the corporate espionage expert, a 

silent whisper of fear in the circles of competitors. Names of corporations rested securely 

under the umbrella of Cass’s expertise, and corporate secrets found a fierce guardian in 

them. 

 

But the cyber realm isn’t just about cold, unfeeling code. It's a dynamic, living entity, much 

like the red planet it belongs to. And Cass became its child, its student, and its master. 

Their reputation transcended corporate boundaries, making them a legend. In the mirrors of 

the corporate skyscrapers, in the hushed awe of boardrooms, and in the nervous glances of 

security chiefs, Cass's prowess was acknowledged. Their ability to both construct and 

dismantle digital defenses became stories of study in tech academies. 

 

On Mars, where corporate secrets are the real currency, Cass’s costume became the 

emblem of cyber excellence. The sleek jumpsuit with embedded circuits was not just a 

style statement, but a living, breathing entity resonating with Cass’s heartbeat. The 

augmented reality headset was the window to the matrix, and those gloves, they were the 

keys to the kingdom. 

 

The digital cosmos of Mars is full of shadows, and within those shadows lurked entities of 

every shade. But none, none held a candle to Cass “Circuit” Light. Their name evoked a 

spectrum of emotions: awe, fear, respect, and envy. The moniker "Circuit" was not just a 

nickname, it was an assurance of digital mastery. 
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Private Information: 
The maze of ones and zeros wasn’t just a professional playing field for Cass. It was 

personal, profoundly personal. A decade ago, a FlashTrain swallowed something precious 

from Cass, their sibling. The digital whisper of their sibling’s name against the vast void of 

Mars’ digital realm became a ghost haunting Cass’s psyche. That fateful disappearance 

wasn’t just a loss; it was an unfathomable abyss pulling Cass into a personal quest that now 

fuelled most of their actions. 

 

Each contract, each infiltration, each layer of encryption unpeeled was a step towards 

unravelling the enigma that was FlashTrains. The FlashTrain had become an obsession, a 

digital ghost that Cass chased through the code-lines, hoping to find traces of their sibling's 

fate. Each anomaly detected, each irregularity flagged brought Cass a step closer to the 

closure they yearned for. The Ghost in the Machine wasn’t just a legend for Cass; it was a 

beacon in the darkness shrouding the mystery of FlashTrains. 

 

Cass's workstation was not just a hub of cyber expertise; it was the altar of a solemn 

promise made to a memory. The reflection on the screen was not just Cass’s; it was 

intertwined with the memory of their sibling, a shadow urging them on in the cold, lonely 

nights amidst strings of code. 

 

This clandestine quest was a chapter Cass had not shared with the world. It was the soft, 

vulnerable underbelly beneath the hard, invincible shell of Mars’ top hacker. The personal 

nature of this quest made it a closely guarded secret, locked away in the vaults of their 

heart, a vault tougher to crack than any corporate firewall. 

 

Cass had interacted with myriad entities on Mars, but each interaction, each alliance or 

rivalry was tinted with the color of their primary quest. The fleeting encounter with Lyra 

Solstice at a protest, the technological tug of war with The Ghost in the Machine, and the 

interception of a sinister contract involving Morgana Seer were pieces of a larger puzzle. 

Each interface was a potential lead, a potential ally or adversary in their quest.  In the quiet 

hours, when the buzz of code strings lulled, Cass’s mind often wandered to that fateful day, 

to the what-ifs, and the maybes. But with each dawn, Cass put on the armor of “Circuit”, 

ready to battle the shadows of Mars’ digital realm, with hope as a steadfast companion. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Lyra Solstice: Met once at a protest. Cass provided technical support for the activists' live 

feed. 

The Ghost in the Machine: Has detected anomalies that suggest the existence of this 

entity, and seeks to understand or communicate with it. 

Morgana Seer: Once intercepted a contract that had Morgana’s name on a target list, but 

never found out why. 
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Lyra Solstice 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 27 

Role: Environmental Activist opposing FlashTrain technology. 

Costume: A flowing attire inspired by the natural landscapes of Mars, with 

patches and badges that signal various eco-activist movements. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

In the fabric of Mars' burgeoning society, Lyra Solstice is both a soothing melody 

and a dissonant chord. They are a tale of defiance, a narrative of resistance against 

the rapid technological conquest of the Martian wilderness. Their name has become 

synonymous with the rising tide of environmental consciousness on the red planet. 

The attire they don, a vivid tapestry of Mars’ natural beauty, is an emblem of 

reverence to the barren yet majestic Martian landscapes. Every patch, every badge is 

a testament to Lyra's unwavering dedication to eco-activist movements. 

 

Lyra was born amidst the early wave of settlers, their infancy was cradled by the 

rusty sands. The sight of boundless dunes and crimson skies sculpted the ethos that 

later spurred them to become the vanguard of environmental advocacy on Mars. 

Their early life was a serenade to the untouched landscapes, to the whisper of ancient 

Martian winds. But as time veined forward, the hum of machinery began to 

overshadow the serenity of nature. 

 

The introduction of FlashTrain technology was a watershed moment in Martian 

history. While many saw it as a marvel, a stride towards interconnecting the scattered 

settlements, Lyra saw a harrowing harbinger. The FlashTrains, in Lyra's eyes, were 

shackles chaining the essence of Mars to the relentless wheel of industrial ambition. 

The clash between the wilderness of Mars and the encroaching mechanical jungle 

stoked the flames of rebellion in Lyra's soul. 

 

Their eloquence, tempered with a fierce passion, began to echo through the hollow 

chambers of policy-making. Every protest led, every rally organized, was a clarion 

call for awakening. Their words were not mere sentences, but a flowing stream of 

awareness, crashing against the dams of corporate agendas. In the corporate 

boardrooms, Lyra’s face on the screens became a reflection of the cost their 

ambitions bore on Mars’ ecology. 

 

The chorus of admiration Lyra rallied was equally matched by the dissonance of 

critics. To the latter, Lyra was a hindrance, a crack in the smooth facade of progress. 
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Yet, the resonance of Lyra’s cause began to ripple through the social strata. The 

youth, with eyes wide open to the plunder, began rallying around the banner Lyra 

held high. The juxtaposition of Lyra’s flowing attire against the stern, cold metal of 

FlashTrains became an iconic imagery of resistance. 

 

Private Information: 

Behind the indomitable spirit, behind the fervor, there’s a tender scar nestled in the 

heart of Lyra Solstice. The narrative of resistance isn’t just a crusade against an 

inanimate industrial machine; it’s a deeply personal quest for solace, for justice. The 

corridors of FlashTrains, which now symbolize an affront to Mars’ nature, once 

cradled a tragedy that left an indelible mark on Lyra’s soul.  A regular journey on a 

FlashTrain, accompanied by a loved one, turned into a specter of despair when a 

catastrophic malfunction ensued. The face of their loved one, illuminated by the 

flash of emergency lights, became an etched memory, haunting Lyra in the silent 

hours of contemplation. The icy cold grasp of loss intertwined with the embers of 

rebellion, fueling the fervor that now defines Lyra’s stance against FlashTrain 

technology. 

 

This tragedy isn’t a tale known to the masses who chant alongside Lyra. It’s a 

clandestine ember, burning beneath the roaring flames of activism. The silhouette of 

that loved one appears in every reflection of FlashTrains Lyra beholds, a solemn 

reminder of the cost borne by rapid, unchecked technological leaps. The personal 

vendetta against the shackles FlashTrains represent is veiled beneath the robe of 

advocacy Lyra wears.  The persona of Lyra, the beacon of resistance, is a mirage 

veiling a wounded heart seeking retribution. Each critique, each face-off against the 

proponents of FlashTrain technology, is a step towards soothing the ache that throbs 

in Lyra’s chest. Lyra’s eyes often wander in the midst of roaring crowds, searching 

for that face, that tender smile which once filled their world with warmth. The 

juxtaposition of a deeply personal loss against the grand narrative of environmental 

advocacy is a dichotomy Lyra cradles within, an intimate secret shielded from the 

prying eyes of allies and adversaries alike. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Silas Stern: Believes Silas might possess dangerous information about the ecological 

impact of the FlashTrains. 

Aria Nightshade: Lyra once caught Aria sneaking around one of their activist camps. She’s 

suspicious of her motives. 

Moonbeam Jones: Has tried to recruit Moonbeam for their knowledge about the mining 

impact on Mars ecology. 
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Silas Stern 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 55 

Role: Former FlashTrain engineer with possible knowledge of its dark secrets. 

Costume: An old FlashTrain uniform, slightly tattered and faded, bearing the 

marks of someone who's seen it all. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Silas Stern is a living embodiment of a bygone era, a time when the FlashTrains 

were the zenith of Mars’ scientific ambition. In those days, the silhouette of Silas, 

clad in the crisp uniform of a FlashTrain engineer, was a spectacle of reverence. The 

legacy of Silas was intertwined with the iron veins of the FlashTrain networks that 

promised to redefine the destiny of Mars. 

 

As a prodigy of engineering, Silas had once been the harbinger of a new dawn, 

melding the fabric of physics with the relentless pulse of machinery. The FlashTrains 

weren’t merely conglomerates of metal and circuits; they were Silas’s dreams forged 

into reality. Under the incandescent lights of Martian colonies, Silas’s name was 

hailed as synonymous with genius, integrity, and the relentless pursuit of innovation. 

 

The zenith of acclaim was not destined to last. The turning point descended with the 

subtlety of a storm, obscured initially by the veil of denial. When Silas first 

unearthed anomalies in the FlashTrain protocols, the echos of skepticism were but 

mere whispers amidst the lauds of advancement. The fault lines in the system, 

minute yet profound, began revealing a darker narrative that ran beneath the utopia 

the FlashTrains promised. 

 

Silas's relentless ethics could not bear the shroud of secrecy. When the truth could no 

longer be sequestered behind the locked doors of the corporate conscience, Silas 

chose the arduous path of dissent. The uproar against the protocols was seen as a 

treacherous stance against the epitome of Mars' progress. From the pedestal of 

reverence, Silas plummeted into the abyss of disgrace. What ensued was not just a 

downfall of a celebrated engineer but a critique against the cost of blind ambition. 

 

Now, Silas’s costume, once a symbol of prestige, is tattered and faded, much like the 

forgotten truth he had once stood for. The world now sees Silas through the lens of a 

disgruntled former employee, an archaic relic of past glory, bitterly waging a futile 

war against the tide of progress. The shadows of whistleblowers are seldom endured 
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in the annals of history, they are seen as wrinkles in the seamless narrative of 

advancement. 

 

Private Information: 

Under the guise of bitterness, the core of Silas’s dissent is a dire secret, festering like 

a silent time bomb. Silas isn't propelled by vengeance, but by a gnawing terror that 

lurks within the veiled corners of FlashTrain technology. The impending disaster 

Silas stumbled upon isn’t a mere glitch; it's a cataclysm waiting to unleash havoc 

upon the barren red plains. 

 

Silas’s nights are haunted by the specter of devastation, the visions of FlashTrains 

morphing into harbingers of doom. The details of this cataclysm are meticulously 

documented, hidden from the prying eyes within the dark recesses of an encrypted 

digital vault. Every failed attempt to expose the truth tightens the noose of fear 

around Silas’s conscience.  The fear of retaliation isn’t unfounded. The shadow of 

corporate vindication looms like a vengeful ghost, ready to extinguish the embers of 

truth. Every unmarked vehicle, every unfamiliar face approaching Silas, could be a 

harbinger of silence, a messenger of oblivion sent by those who wish to keep the 

secrets buried. 

 

In the cryptic networks of allies, Silas treads cautiously, every interaction is a gamble 

between truth and survival. The alliance with Luna "Blade" Racer isn’t just an 

outreach for understanding; it’s a desperate plea for alliance in a world where allies 

are as rare as the truth Silas seeks to unveil. The guilt harbored for the Ghost’s fate is 

a heavy shroud, a stark reminder of the unintended consequences of noble intentions 

gone awry.  The potential collaboration with Professor Heldon Grae is a sliver of 

hope in a bleak reality, a chance to piece together the fragmented truth and present it 

to the world before it’s too late. But time is a luxury Silas can barely afford, with the 

hourglass of dread swiftly depleting, the race against time is a crusade against the 

veiled apocalypse that threatens to overshadow the destiny of Mars. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Luna "Blade" Racer: Has been in contact with her to understand more about the 

illegal races and potential risks. 

The Ghost in the Machine: Feels a deep guilt for the accident that led to the Ghost's 

current state. 

Professor Heldon Grae: Knows the Professor has been researching related quantum 

effects and hopes to collaborate. 
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Luna "Blade" Racer 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 29 

Role: A competitive FlashTrain racer with a dubious past. 

Costume: A racer's suit, streamlined and adorned with the logos of various 

sponsors, some more reputable than others. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

The echoing roars of FlashTrains are Luna's symphony, and the myriad tracks 

stretching across Mars' rugged terrain are their canvas. From a tender age, the 

ferocity of FlashTrains captivated Luna, but not in the way it did the others. Where 

most saw a mode of rapid transport, Luna saw race tracks that beckoned to be 

conquered. Driven by an insatiable appetite for speed and an allure for the forbidden, 

Luna veered onto the path of FlashTrain racing—a subculture known only to the 

brave and the reckless. 

 

Luna "Blade" Racer was a moniker born out of awe and fear in the underground 

circles. Their legend embroidered with tales of audacity—riding the lightning on 

tracks where a split-second delay spelled doom. The logo-adorned racer's suit they 

donned wasn't just a garment but a testament to Luna's defiance against the 

mundane, each logo a narrative of triumphs, tragedies, and an unyielding thirst for 

adrenaline. 

 

However, the underbelly of FlashTrain racing wasn’t all heroics and high-octane 

drama. It was an arena where the rules were written in smoke and mirrors, where a 

racer’s honor was often pitted against the shadowy realms of legality. Luna, despite 

their prowess, found themselves ensnared in the grey zone more often than not. The 

saga of their races—equally chronicled for its breathtaking finishes as for its 

clandestine beginnings. 

 

Scandals unfurled like a shadow trailing Luna's legacy. The illegal races were a 

vortex of exhilaration and danger that Luna traversed with a perilous disdain for the 

law. Their name was equally cheered and jeered among the masses. Some hailed 

Luna as a modern-day outlaw, a renegade against the rigidity of Martian life, while 

others saw a maverick flirting with chaos. 

 

FlashTrain racing wasn't just a test of skill for Luna; it was a rebellion against 

conformity. Each race was a narrative etched on the vast plains of Mars, an ode 

to freedom in a world tethered to the constraints of survival. The controversies 
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were but scars on Luna’s illustrious yet infamous journey in the realm where 

velocity was both a friend and a foe. 

 

Private Information: 

In the vast expanse of secrecy that shrouded the illegal races, Luna stumbled upon a 

mystery that haunted them like a relentless ghost. During a nocturnal race under the 

ghostly gleam of Martian moons, Luna witnessed a phenomenon that defied the 

realms of reality—a FlashTrain vanishing into the thin veil of Martian atmosphere 

without a trace. The scene, surreal and eerie, was a cold whisper in a realm 

dominated by roaring engines. 

 

The sight gnawed at Luna’s psyche, planting a seed of unyielding curiosity that 

gradually sprouted into an obsession. There was more to the FlashTrains than what 

met the eye—more than just mechanical beasts racing against the winds of Mars. 

Luna embarked on a clandestine quest, digging through the layers of enigma that 

surrounded the FlashTrain technology. 

 

Each day spent away from the race tracks and amidst the clandestine corridors of 

knowledge felt like a sojourn into the abyss. Luna’s eyes, once fixated on the finish 

line, were now scouring the annals of Martian engineering for truths that seemed to 

be draped in veils of secrecy.  The search was a labyrinth that tested Luna’s resolve. 

Encounters with individuals possessing pieces of the enigmatic puzzle were veiled 

negotiations under the cloak of Mars’ two moons. The stakes were high, and the path 

was strewn with risks that threatened to engulf Luna's existence in a shroud of 

oblivion. Yet, the flames of curiosity propelled Luna further into the maze.  The racer 

suit, once a beacon of audacity on the tracks, now served as a disguise in the perilous 

journey for truth. Each logo, each alliance forged in the realm of illegal races, were 

now keys to unlocking the enigma that threatened to consume Luna’s existence. But 

with every layer unraveled, Luna found themselves deeper into the vortex, where the 

line between the seeker and the sought blurred into oblivion. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Aria Nightshade: Believes Aria might know something about the races that she's not 

letting on. 

Celestia Star: Luna has been bribing her for inside information on FlashTrain 

regulations. 

Fyre: Knows Fyre has been betting on the illegal races and losing a significant 

amount. 
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Aria Nightshade 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 24 

Role: Mysterious individual with strong ties to Mars' underground societies. 

Costume: A deep cloak with glinting patterns that seem to shift and change, a 

mask to obscure their face. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Under the stark, barren sky of Mars, where the arid winds whisper tales of times 

bygone, the veiled enigma named Aria Nightshade traverses the delicate line 

between the known and the forbidden. In the heart of the red planet’s labyrinthine 

underground, the name Nightshade resonates like a cryptic hymn, reverberating 

through the cobweb of secretive societies thriving amidst the shadows. With a visage 

concealed behind an ever-shifting mask, Aria is a mystery veiled in enigma, a dark 

comet journeying through the Martian abyss. 

 

Aria's first sojourn into Mars' obscure underbelly was one of desperate necessity; a 

leap into the void to escape the clutches of destitution that threatened their existence 

in the sterile urban sprawls. The underworld welcomed Aria with open yet eerie 

arms. It was a realm where knowledge was the currency of power, and Aria was an 

insatiable seeker. 

 

The clandestine networks of Mars whispered of a veiled figure with eyes that saw 

through the veils of Martian society, whose cloak bore glinting patterns narrating 

tales of forgotten epochs. Rumors fluttered through the airlocks of Martian 

habitats—of Aria’s dealings with shadow brokers, of their quest for forbidden 

knowledge, and of the clandestine audiences they held with figures whose names 

were mere whispers. 

 

In the nights where the Martian moons cast eerie silhouettes against the crimson soil, 

Aria’s silhouette is a fleeting phantom against the desolate landscapes. They navigate 

through the alleys of dark bazaars, their cloak a cascade of shifting patterns amidst 

the murk.  The illicit bazaars of Mars murmur with echoes of Aria's exploits. Traders 

of forbidden wares speak in hushed tones of the masked figure who deals in obscure 

relics, illicit data caches, and veiled secrets. Among the lawless, Aria is a harbinger 

of dark lore, their name spoken with a mix of fear, respect, and a trace of arcane 

reverence. 
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To the average Martian, Aria is a fable, a figment of Martian mythos. To the denizens 

of the underworld, they are a reality, a shadow veiled in a cloak of enigma. But to the 

eyes of Mars' governance, Aria is a whisper of chaos, a rogue variable in the 

structured order of Martian society. 

 

Private Information: 

Within the folds of the dark cloak, amidst the ever-changing glinting patterns, 

harbors a storm of anxieties and resolve that fuels Aria's quest into the forbidden. 

Unbeknownst to all but the most intimate circles, Aria harbors a cache of data on 

FlashTrains, amassed from the obscurest channels across Mars. This endeavor is not 

born out of whimsy, but a gnawing suspicion that beneath the facade of 

advancement, lurks a plot with tendrils seeping deep into the very foundation of 

Martian society. 

 

The cache is a Pandora’s box. Its data trails lead towards ominous horizons, hinting 

at the involvement of unseen hands maneuvering the chess pieces of Mars’ destiny. 

The FlashTrains, a marvel to most, are to Aria a complex enigma that might hold the 

keys to unspeakable truths.  As Aria delves deeper into the digital abyss, the quest 

becomes an albatross, an overwhelming entity threatening to engulf them in a vortex 

of peril. Each byte of data decoded, each layer of secrecy unraveled, draws Aria 

closer to the eye of a clandestine storm brewing in the heart of Mars. They now 

harbor truths that are both a weapon and a curse, a treasure trove of knowledge that 

could unchain Mars or plunge it into anarchy.  The shroud of mystery surrounding 

Aria thickens with each passing sol, as does the noose of peril. The secrets nestled 

within their cloak could ignite a maelstrom that might reshape Mars, for better or 

worse. And amidst the shifting sands of the red planet, Aria stands at the precipice, a 

veiled harbinger of undisclosed fates.  The silence of Aria’s identity is now a fragile 

veil against a tide of inquiries and hunter’s instincts. But as the red sands shift and 

churn with secrets yet untold, the mask concealing Aria’s visage holds firm, for 

within the realms of the unknown, lies the power to shape the destinies of many. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Mira "Echo" Vortex: Has done underground deals with Mira, trading information 

for protection. 

Nyx "Phantom" Veil: They often move in the same circles, and Aria suspects Nyx 

knows more about the FlashTrains than they let on. 

The Ghost in the Machine: Believes that the Ghost might be a key piece in 

understanding the full story behind the FlashTrains. 
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Professor Heldon Grae 
Gender: Male 

Age: 52 

Role: Astrophysicist researching the quantum mechanics of the FlashTrains. 

Costume: A lab coat filled with patches from various Mars research institutes, 

worn goggles, and an array of instruments. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 
Professor Heldon Grae has always been a seeker, a man whose gaze pierces through the 

veil of the cosmos, searching for answers to the secrets it holds. From an early age, his 

curiosity drove him to unravel the complex threads of the universe. His journey in 

academia began at Earth, but as Mars opened its arms to humanity, so did the expanse of 

mysteries waiting to be discovered. 

 

The red planet has been more than a new home for him; it's been a playground of endless 

enigma. As he paced through the hallways of esteemed Martian universities, his mind 

would often drift towards the stars, and the endless possibilities they held. 

 

His distinguished career has been built on a foundation of relentless inquiry. Among his 

peers, he's known for his rigorous approach to quantum physics and the profound insights 

he has brought to the field. A blend of intellect, intuition, and integrity, Professor Grae's 

contributions have carved paths towards new horizons in understanding the realm of the 

quantum. 

 

The recent technological marvel of FlashTrains has beckoned to Professor Grae like a siren 

song. His intrigue was not merely in their speed, but the quantum mechanics that propelled 

them across the Martian landscapes at such astonishing velocities. His transition from 

theoretical astrophysics to the tangible mechanics of FlashTrains was seen as audacious by 

some, groundbreaking by others. His peers in academia watched with a blend of intrigue 

and trepidation as he delved into a realm fraught with both potential and peril. 

 

The Martian populace got wind of Professor Grae's new endeavor through publications and 

interviews, where he elucidated on the potential quantum implications of FlashTrain 

technology. His theories, while highly technical, painted a picture of a reality that bent and 

swayed to the rhythms of quantum mechanics. The FlashTrains, in his perspective, were 

not merely a means of transit but a doorway into unexplored domains of physics. 

 

His public lectures drew a mix of scholars, curious minds, and those wary of the 

consequences these high-speed marvels held. His articulation of FlashTrain's quantum 

aspects evoked a range of reactions - fascination, disbelief, concern. But amidst the 
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murmurs of society and academia, Professor Grae's resolve to unearth the quantum reality 

of FlashTrains never wavered. 
 

Private Information: 
The descent into the quantum mysteries of FlashTrains has led Professor Grae to the 

precipice of discoveries that could shatter conventional paradigms. Within the veiled 

corridors of his laboratory, he unearthed anomalies that extended beyond mundane 

explanations. His findings pointed towards an existence of a quantum realm interlinked 

with the consciousness, possibly explaining the enigmatic entity known as the Ghost in the 

Machine. 

 

The data was volatile; it hinted at a reality where consciousness and quantum mechanics 

danced in a delicate ballet. Each experiment, each simulation pulled him closer to an 

unprecedented revelation that the Ghost in the Machine could be an echo of a 

consciousness entangled in the quantum realm through the mechanics of FlashTrains. 

 

His nights were consumed with simulations, the days filled with clandestine consultations 

with a tight-knit circle of trusted colleagues. Each finding, each anomaly led to a narrative 

so profound that it held the potential to both revolutionize quantum physics and halt 

FlashTrain operations indefinitely.  The weight of the revelation was not lost on Professor 

Grae. The societal and scientific implications were immense. On one hand, there lay the 

path to a new epoch in quantum understanding; on the other, a cascade of events that could 

spell the halt of FlashTrain operations, a cornerstone of Martian transit. 

 

He treaded this razor's edge with a blend of caution and audacity. His conscience grappled 

with the decision of unveiling his findings. The potential uproar in the scientific 

community, the outcry from the public, and the backlash from powers vested in the 

FlashTrain technology were forces to be reckoned with.  Each sol on Mars brought him 

closer to a decision point – to unveil the quantum dance of consciousness and reality that 

his research hinted at, or to shield society from a truth that could disrupt the fabric of 

Martian civilization. The clock ticked, the red sands shifted, and the cosmic ballet played 

on, awaiting the Professor's next move. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Kai "Nebula" North: Has consulted Kai on several occasions, intrigued by their visions 

and their potential scientific implications. 

Moonbeam Jones: Wants to understand the raw mechanics behind the FlashTrains and 

sees Moonbeam as a potential ally. 

Theodore Thistle, M.D.: Knows that Theodore has been suppressing certain autopsy 

reports that could be linked to FlashTrain accidents. 
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Mira "Echo" Vortex 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 28 

Role: A singer and holographic performer who witnessed a murder related to 

the FlashTrains. 

Costume: A shimmering outfit that reacts to her voice's pitch and tone, and a 

pendant that constantly emits a soft hum. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Mira "Echo" Vortex was not born amidst affluence or privilege; her beginnings 

were humble, hailing from a quaint colony on the outskirts of Mars’ bustling 

cities. From a young age, her voice was her companion, an invisible string that 

pulled the hearts of those around her, weaving a rhythm that echoed through the 

desolate red landscape of Mars. 

 

Music became her refuge, a realm where she transcended the mundane and 

touched the divine. As she grew, her talent could not remain shrouded in the 

obscurity of her colony. The world beckoned, and she answered its call. Stepping 

into the blinding lights of the Martian entertainment scene, Mira metamorphosed 

into the holographic marvel known as Echo. 

 

Her holographic concerts were an amalgamation of vocals and visuals that 

intertwined to form an ethereal experience. Audiences would leave with an echo 

of her performance reverberating within them, transcending the boundaries of 

reality and resonating through the silence of Martian nights. 

 

However, as her fame ascended, so did the scrutiny and vulnerability that came 

with it. Her life took a foreboding turn one fateful night. In the eerie glow of Mars' 

twin moons, she became an unwilling witness to a sinister act - a murder rooted in 

the labyrinthine affairs of the FlashTrain corporations. The incident pierced the 

veil that separated her from the obscure machinations that churned beneath the 

glittering facade of Martian society. 

 

As news of her witnessing the murder leaked into the public domain, the media 

descended like vultures, dissecting her every move, her every word. The pressure 

mounted, every interview, every question was a minefield. Her once adoring fans 

were now split between empathy and skepticism. Yet amidst the storm, her voice 

never wavered, nor did her resolve to stand by the truth she had witnessed. 
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Her performances became outlets of expression, veiled narratives recounting the 

sinister ties entangling the FlashTrains. The narrative was veiled, yet to the 

discerning eye, the message was clear. Mira had morphed into a beacon of truth in 

an abyss of deceit. 

 

Private Information: 

The night of the murder was etched into Mira’s memory, a haunting melody that 

played on a loop. As the scene unfolded before her, instinct took over, and her 

pendant captured the horrifying act within its digital embrace. The recording was not 

just evidence; it was a tether that tied her to a realm of danger and deceit she had 

never imagined she'd be a part of. 

 

The pendant concealed a secret that could unravel the nefarious threads binding the 

FlashTrains to the sinister events on Mars. But with it, carried a peril that hovered 

over her like a dark cloud. Every face in the crowd could be a harbinger of doom, 

every applause could veil a threat.  The knowledge was a burden that weighed 

heavily upon her. It carried a power that could liberate truth but could also shatter her 

life into a thousand shards. Night after night, as she graced the stage, her pendant 

rested against her skin, a constant reminder of the dread that lurked in the shadows. 

 

Each day, the struggle of whether to unveil the truth tormented her. The face of the 

victim haunted her, yet the ominous threats she received were a grim reminder of the 

lethal dance she was entangled in. The noose of fear tightened with every passing 

day, as sinister faces masked as fans started becoming a common sight at her 

performances.  The enigmatic figure known as Eyece was a phantom that prowled in 

her nightmares. The knowledge that Eyece was in pursuit of the recording intensified 

the gnawing fear that had taken residence in her heart. Yet, amidst the brewing storm, 

the flame of justice burnt bright within her, urging her to protect the truth at all costs. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Fyre: Once hired her for a private event. She overheard conversations suggesting 

Fyre's deep involvement in corporate manipulations. 

Violent Violet: Has seen her attending one of her concerts in disguise, appearing 

particularly interested in one of her songs related to the murder. 

Eyece: Is aware that Eyece has been tasked with locating the recording, though she's 

not sure by whom. 
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Kai "Nebula" North 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 31 

Role: Psychic claiming to have visions of the FlashTrain's grim future. 

Costume: Flowing robes adorned with constellations, a circlet that pulses with 

a dim light. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Kai’s enigmatic journey began amidst the rustic settlements of Mars, far removed 

from the hustle of metropolises. Their early years were pervaded by the quintessence 

of mystique surrounding the cosmos. With every dawn that painted the Martian skies 

with hues of unknown, Kai felt an intimate tether to the mysteries that hung above. 

 

As the years meandered, the touch of mystique around them blossomed into a 

capability far beyond the ordinary. It was a sojourn into the arcane that birthed the 

persona of Nebula. The populace began seeking the enigmatic Nebula for insights 

into the morrow, to peer into the veiled rhythm of the cosmos that echoed through 

Kai’s visions. 

 

Their aura drew a dichotomy of believers who found solace in the glimpses of 

destiny, and skeptics who debunked the ethereal as whims of fancy. Yet, the realms 

Kai navigated were far beyond the simplistic dichotomy of belief; they were 

doorways into the unseen, the unspoken, the yet to be. 

 

The twist of fate came with the advent of FlashTrains, vessels of modernity that 

belied a cloak of unknown, which too beckoned Kai’s celestial whispers. The visions 

were grim omens, dark whispers of what lay ahead on the tracks of rapid modernity. 

The future mirrored in the depths of Kai’s gaze was not one of serene transition but 

of disruption, an ominous foretelling of despair intertwined with the FlashTrains. 

 

As the veil lifted off the grim narrative, the world gazed towards Nebula with bated 

breath, each revelation sending tremors across the Martian society. The media 

morphed Kai into the harbinger of prophecies that interlinked destiny with the rails 

of FlashTrains. 

 

Yet with every prophecy, the line blurred further between the seer and the illusionist 

in the eyes of society. As fame cast a long shadow, the skeptics too amassed, their 

rebuttals as fierce as the faith of the believers. Debates, discussions, and discord 
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danced around Kai’s prophecies, painting the corridors of power with hues of 

concern and caution. 

 

While the skeptics deemed Kai’s visions a charade of fear, the believers saw them as 

the last whisper of caution before the precipice. Every appearance of Nebula became 

a spectacle, a confluence of awe, fear, hope, and disdain. The whispers of the cosmos 

that once meandered through the rustic tranquility now echoed through the heart of 

Martian modernity. 

 

Private Information: 
Beneath the celestial countenance of Nebula lay a realm of visions far grimmer than those 

unveiled. The visions were not mere whispers but cries of the cosmos, portraying a 

narrative soaked in malice and deceit. Within the spectral folds of Kai’s mind lurked the 

imagery of deliberate sabotage, figures shrouded in power orchestrating a fall of dominos 

that held the fate of the FlashTrains. 

 

The silhouettes of conspiracy were not mere pawns but those seated on high pedestals, 

their faces veiled in shadows of authority. The enormity of the truth was a storm that 

threatened to engulf the narrative of FlashTrains in an abyss of grim revelations. It was a 

truth that could upheave the foundations of faith vested in the beacon of Martian 

modernity.  Yet to unveil this truth was to step into a vortex of peril, a realm where 

shadows wielded might to veil the sinister. It was a path laden with trials that could 

unmask faces that lurked in the high towers of power. 

 

Every prophecy came with a price, a toll extracted from the very essence of Kai's being. 

The closer they tread to the nucleus of conspiracy, the denser the fog of dread enveloped 

their essence. Each vision was a tightrope across the chasm of the unknown, a voyage into 

the heart of darkness that lurked within the chambers of power. And amidst the spectrum of 

truths, lay the figures of Moonbeam Jones, Lyra Solstice, and Felicia Farnsworth, their 

destinies entwined with the threads of conspiracy that wound around the FlashTrains. Kai's 

essence resonated with the urgency to navigate the labyrinth that veiled the sinister truth, to 

usher the light of truth into the abyss that threatened to engulf the destiny of Mars. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Moonbeam Jones: In a vision, saw them tampering with something in the train's engine 

room. 

Lyra Solstice: Kai believes Lyra has knowledge of a FlashTrain accident that was covered 

up. 

Felicia Farnsworth: Kai's visions hint that Felicia's archeological finds might be 

connected to the oddities surrounding the FlashTrains. 
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Celestia Star 
Gender: Female 

Age: 42 

Role: Political lobbyist pushing for more stringent FlashTrain regulations. 

Costume: Business attire with a shining brooch shaped like a star. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Celestia Star is not just a name; it's a legacy. Born to a lineage of ardent policy 

makers and activists, her fate was intertwined with the helm of advocacy from a 

tender age. The rigors of Martian existence had molded her ancestors into resilient 

crusaders of societal reform, a legacy that ran through Celestia’s veins like a 

ceaseless river. Her youth was embroidered with the rich tapestry of political 

discourses, community endeavors, and an unwavering quest for justice. 

 

The inception of FlashTrains on Mars was not just a stride in technological 

transcendence, but also a crucible of safety and ethical considerations. It struck 

Celestia's conscience like a lightning bolt, igniting a conflagration of responsibility 

to ensure that such marvels of human endeavor must not eclipse the sanctity of life 

and ethics. With a quiver of unwavering resolve and a political lineage as her bow, 

Celestia embarked upon an expedition to marshal the forces of accountability upon 

the FlashTrain regime. 

 

As a political lobbyist, Celestia became a vanguard of vociferous campaigns that 

heralded the clarion of stringent regulations, safety assurances, and transparent 

operational doctrines in the FlashTrain framework. Her sojourn was not a solitary 

one; the sphere of political camaraderie resonated with her tenets, amassing a 

coalition of influential allies who echoed the mantra of FlashTrain safety across the 

Mars dominion. 

 

Her rhetoric was not a mere cascade of words, but a torrent of data, insights, and 

empirical evidences that outlined the imperatives of regulatory fortifications. 

Through the hallways of power, the chambers of bureaucracy, and the arenas of 

public dialogues, Celestia’s voice reverberated like a relentless tide against the 

shores of corporate indifference and bureaucratic apathy. 

 

The campaigns spearheaded by Celestia were not whims of resistance, but 

meticulously orchestrated endeavours that aimed to etch the annals of Martian policy 

with the indelible ink of safety, ethics, and public welfare. The media spotlight often 

danced around her endeavors, painting the Martian skies with narratives of hope, 
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resistance, and an unwavering quest for a safer tomorrow.  The shining brooch she 

wore was not just an emblem of her name, but a beacon that reflected the ethos of 

her struggle, illuminating the path of reformation amidst the obscure clouds of 

corporate veils and political quagmires. 
 

Private Information: 
However, beneath the stoic facade of the political gladiator, lay a domain of unseen perils 

and threats that hovered around Celestia like ominous storm clouds. The tide of 

reformation she navigated was fraught with threatening whispers that sought to stifle the 

voice that challenged the unbridled reign of FlashTrain operants. 

 

Each threat carried the chilling draft of menace, whispered from the unseen corners of 

corporate corridors. The messages were clear, menacing silhouettes against the dawn of her 

crusade, warning her to desist or face the dire consequences that lurked in the shadows of 

power.  Celestia had a gnawing suspicion of corporate malevolence entwined within these 

threats, a sinister veil that sought to shroud the path of reformation in a fog of fear. The 

name of Mister "Johnson" was not just a title, but a harbinger of the silent storm that 

brewed in the silhouettes of her fears. The eerie echoes of corporate involvement 

whispered through the threats, sending chills down the spine of her resolve. 

 

Amidst the battles of advocacy, the eyes of Eyece had often been noticed probing through 

the veils of her campaigns, investigating the realms of associations and alignments that 

constituted the fabric of her endeavor. The motives remained as obscure as the figure that 

navigated the alleys of investigation. 

 

In a realm where corporate allegiance and power often danced in a sinister ballet, Celestia 

once sought the prowess of Cass "Circuit" Light. The quest was to unveil the shrouded 

truths that lurked within the operations of Mars Mining Company, a venture that promised 

to unlock avenues of evidence, strengthening the sinews of her campaigns.  But every 

revelation came at a cost, a price extracted from the realms of security, trust, and a 

lingering fear that the next dawn might carry the storm that the threats whispered. The 

battle was not just against the veils of corporate domains, but also against the ominous 

tides of menace that threatened to engulf the world she strived to protect. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
Mister “Johnson”: Believes he's behind some of the threats she's received. 

Eyece: Knows Eyece has been investigating her and her associates. 

Cass "Circuit" Light: Once approached Cass for help in uncovering evidence against the 

Mars Mining Company. 
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Nyx "Phantom" Veil 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 34 

Role: Elusive smuggler known for transporting illegal items via FlashTrain. 

Costume: Stealthy attire with many pockets and concealed compartments. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

In the vast expanse of Mars, the veils of identity are often swept by the sands of 

ambiguity. Nyx "Phantom" Veil epitomizes this enigmatic essence, cloaked in a 

legend shrouded by shadows. The nickname "Phantom" isn't just an alias, it's a 

legend woven through the fabric of Martian underground. It's whispered in the 

shady corners of illicit markets, echoed in the hushed conversations of outlaw 

networks, and feared in the realms of enforcers. Nyx has carved a phantom 

silhouette in the Mars' underworld, which, despite its elusive essence, has a 

presence that reverberates through the barren stretches of the red planet. 

 

Nyx's legend is an illicit hymn, whose verses recount tales of smuggled goods 

ghosting through the vigilant fingers of law, thanks to the veiled magician that 

orchestrates these phantom caravans upon the veins of FlashTrains that pulse 

across Mars. The FlashTrain isn’t merely a chariot for Nyx; it’s an accomplice 

shrouded in steel and speed, a labyrinth whose secrets are whispered only to the 

phantom that haunts its corridors. 

 

The attire Nyx dons is a dark canvas of stealth and mystery. It’s a second skin 

tailored with concealed pockets and compartments, each a hidden realm that has 

cradled forbidden relics, smuggled treasures, and illicit whispers. Each pocket is a 

tale, each concealed compartment a chapter in the epic of Nyx’s smuggling saga. 

 

Despite the elusive smog that veils the phantom, there’s a method to this ethereal 

madness, a professional creed that has carved the legend with a scalpel of integrity 

in the underworld. Deals once made are never unmade, goods once promised are 

always delivered, and shadows once cast are never lifted. This ethos of dark 

professionalism has etched the phantom’s legend in the annals of Mars' 

underworld, narrated with a blend of fear and reverence. 

 

While the face of Nyx remains an enigma, masked by a veil of shadows, their 

reputation precedes them like the haunting echo of a phantom’s whisper. The 

mention of Nyx invokes a resonance of dark reverence in the Martian underworld, 
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a bow to the elusive phantom whose legend navigates the dark tapestry of Mars’ 

illegal expeditions, with the FlashTrains as their chariot of shadows. 

 

Private Information: 

Beneath the cloak of mystery, there exists a realm of secrecy that even the ghostly 

essence of Nyx guards with a vigilant silence. The bowels of FlashTrains cradle 

more than just the smuggled relics of forbidden transactions; they harbor a secret 

known only to the phantom veil. Within the steel veins of these mechanical beasts, 

lies a secret compartment, a concealed heart that hides something far more precious 

than the contraband treasures Nyx often transports. 

 

This clandestine compartment is a realm veiled from the eyes of common men, its 

existence whispered only to the shadows that dance upon the tunes of Nyx's phantom 

veil. It’s a secret abyss that cradles something whose value transcends the earthly 

essence, a treasure whose whispers echo through the corridors of power and fear in 

the Martian terrain. 

 

Nyx’s knowledge of this secret realm is a guarded treasure, a silenced whisper that 

holds the key to a chest of mysteries whose essence is as elusive as the phantom’s 

identity. It’s a double-edged sword, a knowledge that empowers yet casts a silhouette 

of danger upon the veiled existence of Mars' most elusive smuggler. 

 

The existence of this secret has cast a veil of sleepless nights upon the phantom’s 

elusive eyes, a labyrinth of thoughts that meander through the realms of danger, 

power, and a haunting essence of curiosity. The whispers of this clandestine treasure 

echo through the eerie silence of Martian nights, narrating tales of power, fear, and a 

haunting enigma that could unveil chapters unknown to the Martian chronicles. 

 

This secrecy is a veiled curse, a ghostly companion to the phantom’s elusive legend. 

It’s a realm of thoughts that haunts the eerie silence of Nyx’s dark solitude, a whisper 

that’s both a curse and a companion to the veiled legend of Mars’ phantom smuggler. 

 

What You Know About Others: 

Lora Ai: Knows Lora has been on their tail for months, trying to catch them red-

handed. 

Suzy Toyota: Nyx once used Suzy as an unknowing mule for a shipment. 

Morgana Seer: Aware that Morgana has vital information about the item hidden in 

the train. 
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Dr. Orion Pulsar 
Gender: Male/Female 

Age: 40 

Role: Leading Mars medical expert on the effects of FlashTrain vapors on the 

human body. 

Costume: Medical uniform with a badge showcasing their numerous 

credentials. 

 

Personal Background and Public Information: 

Dr. Orion Pulsar, a name synonymous with a blend of genius and meticulous inquiry, 

stands as a beacon of knowledge in the enigmatic world of Martian medical science. 

Adorned in a medical uniform showcasing an illustrious array of credentials, they are 

the epitome of scientific rigor, a personification of the relentless quest for truth 

amidst a sea of Martian mysteries. 

 

As the red sands of Mars whisper the tale of human ambition, the FlashTrains surge 

through its veins, a symbol of technological triumph. Yet, within this marvel of 

human creation, lurk shadows of uncertainty, veils of unseen consequences awaiting 

revelation under the keen eye of Dr. Pulsar. The FlashTrain isn’t merely a marvel to 

them, it’s a riddle wrapped in layers of scientific enigma. 

 

Dr. Pulsar's journey began amidst the prestigious halls of Earth’s revered academic 

temples, where their insatiable thirst for knowledge propelled them into the heart of 

medical mysteries. But the call of Mars, with its red allure, beckoned, offering a 

canvas vast and uncharted. It’s on this red globe, under the veil of Martian skies, that 

Dr. Pulsar found their true calling – unraveling the enigmatic interaction between the 

FlashTrain vapors and the human body. 

 

The genius of Dr. Pulsar isn’t confined to mere academic acumen, but is mirrored in 

their ability to transcend the veil of complexity, offering elucidations in a language 

embraced by the common Martian dweller. They aren't just a medical expert but a 

bridge between the realms of scientific enigma and public understanding. Many 

Martian eyes look up to Dr. Pulsar, seeking comprehension of the unseen veils of 

risks entwined with the frequent FlashTrain voyages. 

 

Their medical investigations are a tale of meticulous inquiry, a saga of unyielding 

diligence that pierces through the veils of Martian mysteries. Each finding is a note 

in a scientific symphony that echoes through the corridors of medical excellence, 

resonating with the essence of meticulous scrutiny. 
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Dr. Pulsar isn’t merely a name, it’s a title bestowed upon the relentless spirit of 

inquiry, a salute to the indomitable quest for understanding the unseen, the 

uncharted, and the unfathomed. As the FlashTrains zip through the veins of Mars, Dr. 

Pulsar’s gaze pierces through the veil of unknown, seeking the silent whispers of 

truth that linger amidst the vapors of FlashTrain’s trail. 

 

Private Information: 
Behind the facade of professional accomplishment and public repute, there lies a guarded 

repository of knowledge, findings so profound and unsettling that their revelation could 

send ripples through the fabric of Martian society. Dr. Pulsar’s rigorous explorations have 

unveiled a realm of stark realizations regarding the FlashTrain vapors. 

 

Dr. Pulsar has delved into the abyss of scientific inquiry to discover that prolonged 

exposure to FlashTrain vapors holds the key to unlocking realms of human potential 

considered mythic – psychic abilities. This revelation isn’t merely a scientific finding, but a 

Pandora’s Box that once opened, could redefine the boundaries of human understanding 

and capability on Mars. 

 

The essence of FlashTrain vapors is a double-edged sword, a blend of potential 

empowerment and unspeakable risks. In the hushed confines of their lab, Dr. Pulsar has 

glimpsed the silhouettes of a future both astonishing and terrifying. A realm where the veil 

between the known and the unknown thins, offering a vista of human potential unbounded 

yet perilous.  This guarded secret is a burden of knowledge, a solemn responsibility carried 

upon the capable shoulders of Mars’ revered medical sage. The whisper of psychic 

empowerment is a silenced echo in the annals of Dr. Pulsar’s clandestine findings, a truth 

known to them alone, its silence a solemn ode to the oath of scientific integrity and the 

perilous uncertainty that shrouds uncharted territories. 

 

The essence of psychic phenomena now holds a potential scientific basis, its truth guarded 

by the rigorous ethics of Dr. Pulsar, its silence a tribute to the haunting uncertainties and 

the moral dilemmas that accompany the path of groundbreaking revelations. 

 

What You Know About Others: 
The Ghost in the Machine: Believes that the Ghost's existence might be a direct result of 

these vapors. 

Viper: Suspects Viper has been affected by these vapors, explaining their heightened 

senses and reflexes. 

Beta 7693: Knows that the cyborg units are immune to the effects but may malfunction 

near the vapors. 
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CAST LIST 

 

# M/F CHARACTER PLAYER 

01 M Mister "Johnson"  
02 F Felicia Farnsworth  
03 M/F Thud L.C. Howard  
04 M/F Viper  
05 F Morgana Seer  
06 M/F Lora Ai  
07 M/F Suzy Toyota  
08 F Violent Violet  
09 M/F Ripper  
10 M/F Beta 7693  
11 M/F Fyre  
12 M/F Eyece  
13 M/F Moonbeam Jones  

14 M 
Theodore Thistle, 

M.D. 

 

15 M/F 
The Ghost in the 

Machine 

 

16 M/F Cass "Circuit" Light  
17 M/F Lyra Solstice  
18 M/F Silas Stern  
19 M/F Luna "Blade" Racer  
20 M/F Aria Nightshade  
21 M Prof. Heldon Grae  
22 M/F Mira "Echo" Vortex  
23 M/F Kai "Nebula" North  
24 F Celestia Star  
25 M/F Nyx "Phantom" Veil  
26 M/F Dr. Orion Pulsar  
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FLASHTRAINS 

Mister 

"Johnson" 
Assistant Vice President 

Mars Mining Company 
Age 45 

Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 
NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Felicia 

Farnsworth 
Archeologist 

Age 36 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Thud L.C. 

Howard 
Author 

Age 40 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Viper 
Mr. Johnson's Bodyguard 

Age 30 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Morgana Seer 
Information Specialist 

Age 35 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Lora Ai 
Private Investigator 

Age 25 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Suzy Toyota 
Data Retrieval Courier 

Age 20 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Violent Violet 
Professional Personal Escort 

Age 19 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Ripper 
Convict in Transit 

Age 30 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 
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FLASHTRAINS 
 

Beta 7693 
Police Cyborg Unit 

Age N/A 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Fyre 
Corporate Negotiator 

Age 27 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Eyece 
Corporate Enforcer 

Age 29 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Moonbeam 

Jones 
Mars Mining Engineering Crewman 

Age 33 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Theodore Thistle, 
M.D. 

Mars Colony Coroner & 

Infectious Diseases Office 
Age 50 

Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 
NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

The Ghost in the 

Machine 
Ghost & Physics Oddity 

Age 120 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Cass "Circuit" 

Light 
Expert Hacker 

Age 32 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Lyra Solstice 
Environmental Activist 

Age 27 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Silas Stern 
FlashTrain Engineer 

Age 55 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 
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FLASHTRAINS 

Luna "Blade" 

Racer 
Competitive FlashTrain Racer 

Age 29 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Aria Nightshade 
Mysterious 

Age 24 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Prof. Heldon Grae 
Astrophysicist 

Age 52 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Mira "Echo" 

Vortex 
Singer & Holographic Performer 

Age 28 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Kai "Nebula" 

North 
Psychic 

Age 31 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Celestia Star 
Political Lobbyist 

Age 42 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 

Nyx "Phantom" 

Veil 
Smuggler 

Age 34 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Dr. Orion Pulsar 
Mars Medical Expert 

Age 40 
Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 

NCCU Interactive Drama 

FLASHTRAINS 
 

Director 

Interactive Dramatist 
 

Taiwan Interactive Theatre Society 
NCCU Interactive Drama 
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